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Packed dorms push students to motels, trailers
By
JOE
SCHNECKENBURGER
For the second consecutive
year, overcrowded residential
conditions
have
forced
students to be lodged in offcampus housing.
About one hundred and
thirty
James
Madison
University students, promised
on-campus housing, are now
being lodged in Howard
Johnson's and Belle Meade
Red Carpet Inn due to lack of
dormitory space.
Belle Meade students, all
freshmen girls, however, are
expected to be moved on
campus by Oct. 15. By that
time, according to Lin Rose,
director of residence halls, the
school will have purchased
and installed seven trailers or
modular units for the students
to live in.

Financing for the trailers is
being handled through the
State Purchasing Office in
Richmond,
according
to
William Merck, assistant to
the vice president of business
affairs.
"I'M NOT really sure what
they will cost in the end," he
said,
adding
that
the
university has not received
the bids yet.
Residents
of
Howard
Johnson's, all male, have the
option of remaining there all
year.
JMU is paying about $12 per
room each day for use of Belle
Meade, and according to Lee
Derrow,
Belle
Meade
manager, this is a reduction of
$20 a day from his regular
i Continued on Page 9)
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HOWARD Johnson's residents again enjoy television and air conditioning privileges.

UPB forms minority group
after rejection, 'pressure*
By CINDY ELMORE
Following "a lot of pressure from the
administration," and last January's
unanimous rejection by its executive
board, the University Program Board
has established its first minority affairs
committee to assist with programming.
"Maybe 'pressure' isn't a good
word," UPB chairman Debbie Erwin
later added.' 'We had a lot of interaction
with the faculty. They're trying to make
the school more conducive to minorities
arriving here, and programming was a
part of it."
Erwin said that Student Activities
Coordinator Chris Sachs and Dr.
William Hall, then-vice president for
student affairs, both expressed an interest in the committee's approval.
Also, in a meeting last spring,
university President Ronald Carrier
told the UPB "to extend our hand to
them (committee proponents), but he
left it up to us how to do it," she added.
ACCORDING TO Erwin, blacks were
dissatisfied with UPB programming in
the past, and wanted the committee as a
future security that their interests
would be represented in an alreadyestablished manner.
However, the UPB's executive board
originally rejected the committee
formation because only "one girl
pushed for it, and they didn't explain
what they wanted. We didn't see enough
substance." Erwin said.
The committee was approved last
April 21, which was too late in the
budgeting process for the UPB to
request additional funding from the
Student Government Association.
Consequently, "we'll just have to
distribute things" in the current budget
to pay for the committee's operation
and ior it's chairman's salary, Erwin
added.
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CONSTRUCTION continues on the $ti million library addition,
but one dog doesn't appear to mind.

t

ORIGINALLY.
committee supporters had requested an entirely
separate budget out of UPB funds, and
later requested independent financing
from the SGA. But instead, it will
operate on an equal basis as other
sectors of the UPB, such as its dance,

movie and coffeehouse committees.
The UPB currently is accepting
applications for the position of chairman, which will be selected by the
executive board within about three
weeks.
All UPB committee chairmen serve
on the executive council and receive a
stipend for their work. The new
minority affairs committee chairman
will be paid for working six hours a
week, Erwin said. >"I think what will happen will be good
for both sides. Minorities weren't aware
of how difficult it is to schedule events
for blacks. They wanted 'Earth, Wind
and Fire' and 'Chic' and we couldn't
even get them. Now they'll understand
the problems."
CALLING THE committee chairman
a "spokesman for minority tastes,"
Erwin however indicated that the UPB
will "have to be realistic—the majority
of the school is white. We won't have an
over-representation of black tastes and
the minorities understand that, too.
"More or less, we're going to let them
plan everything for Black Emphasis
Month," which is held in February.
So far, the UPB has scheduled Julian
Bond to speak in October, the films
"Richard Pryor Live" and "The Wiz,"
and is looking into several bands as
black-oriented programming for this
year.

Inside
—Students withdrawing from JMU
face a new no-tuition refund policy after
Sept. 16. See story, page 6.
—The fall concert season opens
Monday in Wilson Hall with the appearance of the FlamhV Oh's and
Debris. See Folio preview, page 17.
—After a two-year attempt, the
Dukes open a Division l-AA schedule
Saturday against Appalachian State.
See Sports, page 22.
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Housing lottery
being considered
at university
By
JOE
SCHNECKENBURGER
A decision to implement a
lottery which could alleviate
overcrowded
dormitory
conditions at James Madison
University will be made
sometime this fall, according
to Lin Rose, director of
residence halls.
However, Rose stressed
that the lottery was only a
possibility and he could offer
no information on what
classes of students would
receive priority.

students
remaining
on
campus," Rose said, adding
that the higher rate "is
because the residence halls
are good and the alternatives
are not so good."
The university is taking
several steps to accomodate
the larger number of students
desiring dormitory space.
State approval is being
requested to increase the
number of student spaces
from 136 to 200 in the new
dormitory to be located across
from J-lot.

Virginia Tech and the
University of Virginia have
used lotteries for several
years to fill their residence
hall spaces.
Higher costs and scarcity of
off-campus
housing
are
contributing to the increased
percentage
of
students
remaining
in
university
housing, Rose said.
Nearly three-fourths of
students lodged in JMU
housing in 1979 chose to
remain on campus this
semester, he explained, which
is a 3.5 percent increase over
last year.

The 136-space dorm was
approved by the Virginia
General Assembly this year,
and construction ..will begin
sometime this fall. Completion is not scheduled for at
least a vear and a half. ,

In January, the university
will request approval to build
an additional dormitory, Rose
said. However, the legislature
is reluctant to approve new
dorm construction anywhere
in the state because of
projections that the number of
"THIS RATE is 10 to 12 college-age students will drop
percent higher than the by the mid-1980s, he said.
national average for college

Jay Tramel of the JMU folk ensemble trys to recruit students at the picnic on Wednesday.
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MISC 220 EXAMINES THE DYNAMIC LEADERSHIP INTERACTION MODEL IN DEPTH. STUDENTS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO GET A CLOSER LOOK AT THEMSELVES THROUGH
SELF-TESTING. SMALL GROUP LEADERSHIP PROBLEMS
ARE EXAMINED/ GROUP LIFE CYCLES ARE STUDIED AND
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CALL 433-6264 OR STOP BY MAURY HALL/ ROOM 12.
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Officials switch positions;
Phillips will resign post
By LOUIS EACHO
Two high-ranking James
Madison
University
administrators switched
positions over the summer in
action by the Board of
Visitors, while another announced his retirement at the
end of the 1980-81 academic
year.
Beginning on September 1,
Dr. William Hall became
acting dean of the graduate
school, while Dr. Harold
McGee became the acting
vice president of student
affairs.
It was also announced that
Col. Adolph Phillips, vice
president for business affairs,
will retire at the end of the
current
academic
year.
Phillips has held the post since

1966 after retiring from a 30year career in the U.S. Army.
Phillips refused to comment
to any news media concerning
his resignation. But according
to Fred Hilton, assistant to the
vice president of university
relations, a search committee
has been formed to look for
Phillips' successor.
HALL SAID that he made
the initial request to leave his
former eight-year position as
vice president of student
affairs so he could hold an
administrative position in an
academic department.
"The core of a university is
in its academic programs,"
according to Hall, who also
said being the dean of the
graduate school will give his

WELCOME BACK
from

THE ANIMAL HOUSE

I

See us for ... fish,pets supplies,
& dog grooming
92 S. Main
434-5445

SCUBA JWESG
Course held 8:00 - Noon
',»., ys fining Sept. 14 at
JMU.

career a more
background."
Howeyer, Hall said that he
currently has no plans to use
his new position as a means of
gaining
experience
and
moving into a higher administrative
position
at
another university.
Hall said his major objectives as the head of the
graduate programs will be to
see more diversification in the
graduate school and to expand
the . summer
continuing
education component that the
university offers to business,
industrial, and government
leaders.
MCGEE SAID that by
becoming the vice president
for student affaire he can
return to his professional
background in student services. "I find areas that
provide a lot of involvement
with students the most enjoyable," he said.
McGee has held four different administrative
positions at JMU since his
arrival in 1975. He had become
the acting dean of the
graduate school on June 30
upon the resignation of Dr.
Charles Caldwell.
The number ohe priority
that McGee said he now faces
in his new position is to work
on the overcrowded housing
conditions. Roughly 130 freshmen are now being housed at
(Continued on Page 26)
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A student resident of Belle Meade unlocks the door to her
hotel quarters.
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University to obtain steam energy from trash
By TERESA CAVINESS
A site has tentatively been
selected for a solid waste
plant which would generate
steam and provide heat to
James Madison University
facilities.
The plant will be located
across Interstate 81, about
1,000 feet from the fieldhouse,
according to John Driver,
Harrisonburg's assistant city
manager.
If initial plans are followed,
the plant will be operating by

May 1982 and will pipe at least
33,000 lbs. of steam to the
university's existing steam
system and possibly to the
fieldhouse which still is under
construction. Driver said.
The plant is a) cooperative
venture between the^city and
the university, with the city
financing plant construction
and JMU providing the land,
said Fred Hilton, assistant
vice president of university
relations.

ROCKINGHAM Memorial
Hospital will recieve about
one-third of the steam output,
Driver said, adding that
contrary to reports last week.
the hospital's'allocation will
not be cut in order to increase
the university's allotment
A university spokesman had
said JMU could use all of the
steam produced, and rumors
spread that the hospital would
be cut out of the plans since no
written
contract
for

Rockinghams portion exists.
The city will charge the
university for the steam it

At least 60 tons of garbage will
be available from the city
each day, Driver said.

receives,' and the fee will
fluctuate to about 10 percent
below the cost of alternative
energy sources, Driver said.
Hilton added that a current
estimate of future savings is
impossible

THE PLANTS maximum
capacity will be 100 tons per
day.
Although the waste plant
will not produce enough steam

Garbage will be taken from
the city and possibly the
surrounding area and burned
in large furnaces. Resulting
heat will generate the steam.

to supply the university as
much as it needs during
winter peak periods, Driver
said the city's plant and the
university heating center
would operate together.

FREE
SPIRIT
HAIR
CARE
434-3925

Co.

®REDKEN

Now comes Miller time.

FULL SERVICE:
Men, Women & Children
Hair Analysis
Reconditioning
Design Perming
Fashidn Haircoloring
Haircutting
Skin Care
Make-up
Nail Care
Hair Removal

Student Discounts
Hours:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings

SHANK BEVERAGE
Harrisonburg, UA 22801

103 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

4M-7IM
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UPB EVENTS
NEWWAVE!!!

FLAMIN'OH'S
FEATURING BILL MURRAY
SEPTEMBER
5 AND 6
7:30&10:00
G/S theatre $1.25 with ID $1.75 Guest

special guest
DEBRIS
WILSON HALL 8:00 pm
$1.00 w/ID $2.00 Door & ftjblic

AN EVENING WITH THE

<The
cgenter
#ttic

SKIP CASTRO RAM)

SEPT 12
Wison Hall 8:00 pm

Thurs^eptll 8:30pm $200 w/ID $3.00 Public
Tickets in UPB Office

$4.00 advance $5.00 door and public

TICKETS FOR ALL CONCERTS ON SALE MONDAY —FRIDAY 1 lam-4pm
.'..
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Encourages fine-tuning of 7ffs efforts

Carrier rests success of institution on faculty
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Faculty and staff members
were challenged by President
Ronald Carrier on Friday to
make
James
Madison
University the top undergraduate institution in the
country by the close of the
decade.
"The success of this institution rests more with us
than ever before," Carrier
said as he addressed the staff
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

Carrier asked his staff to
establish "a community of
scholars," adding that "the
responsibility you will have in
the eighties will be a great
one."

number of faculty members
rose from 200 to more than 500
and new programs, departments,
equipment.
and
courses were added.

According to Carrier, JMU
experienced a number of
successes in the past decade
as enrollment doubled from
4,000
to
8,500,
budget
allocations climbed from $9
million to $42 million, the

THE UNIVERSITY "expanded
opportunities
in
almost every endeavor,"
Carrier noted.
However,
the
success
achieved in the 1980s will not
be as visible, he said, adding
that the university will be

"fine
tuning"the
achievements of the seventies. "It may be twenty years
before we can measure the
success of the eighties."
Carrier said, adding that this
success will be visible through
the progress of students in
their fields of study.
According to Carrier, the
university will not have large
enrollment increases or major
changes in programs, and
educational fi»- r.mav take a

back seat to new priorities in
the
Virginia
General
Assembly, such as the state
penal system and mental
health.
"The responsibility for
quality rests with you,"
Carrier said, adding that
caution must be exercized in
funding allocations, decisions
about courses, and the hiring
of additional faculty members.

Tuition refund policy changes;
deadline moved up to Sept 16
..*».

By DONNA SIZEMORE
The date for obtaining a
tuition refund following withdrawal from the university
has been moved up one month
to September 16 for the fall
semester.
The refund policy change
either will cause students to
drop out earlier for fear of not
receiving a refund, or to
remain in school longer so

cording to Dr. Fay Reubush,
dean of admissions and
records. However, partial
return of room and board still
can be obtained on a pro-rate
basis.
Jackameit, the rush for withdrawals usually occurs during
the early part of the fall
semester.
In previous academic years,
students could receive a

'Partial refund of room and board
can be obtained on a pro-rate basis.*
they will not lose their money,
according to Dr. William
Jackameit, director of institutional research at James
Madison University.
Students withdrawing after
September 16 will receive no
refund on fall tuition. ac-

partial tuition refund into midOctober.
Last fall 176 students withdrew from the university,
Jackameit said, while 147
withdrew during the spring
semester.
According
to

HOWEVER, a requirement
by the Virginia General
Assembly that colleges and
universities
establish
a
uniform census date, a date
when the student population
can be calculated, made it
necessary to change the
refund policy, Jackameit said.
The census date for schools
on the semester system is 14
days after the beginning of a
term. He added that the
census is important because it
directly affects funding by the
Appropriations Committee of
the House of Delegates.
Institutional funding is
based on the number of credit
hours registered for by the
total student body, he continued, adding that tuition
affects this calculation.

MIDWAY

MARKET

157 Warsaw Ave.
434-7948
From stop light at JMlTs South Main St. entrance straight down Warsaw Ave. one block
on right.
(prices good Thurs. thru Sunday)

MOLSON
MICHELOB (Reg. &> Light)
, STROHS
PEARL
(Reg. & Light)
MILLER 12 oz. cans

BUDWEISER 12 oz. cans
$199
OLD MILL WA UKEE 12 pk.
$3.69
OLD MILWAUKEE LIGHT 12pk.$3.69
ERLANGER
$2.39
LITE
$2.29
Kegs

7V4-15 gallons

Kegs

71/2-15 gallons

$2.79
$2.49
$2.19
$1.99
$2.19

Kegs

Also
snacks, grocery items, magazines, health &> beauty aids, ice, mugs, glasses and more.
— Friendly Personal Service— Checks Accepted-

OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 12 MIDNIGHT
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Registration brings heat, lines and socializing
-—

AT THE START of each semester, Godwin Hall is transformed
into a madhouse for student registration. This year was no exception, and students spilled into the gym all day Monday and
Tuesday. Free newspapers helped pass the time outside Godwin,
but the intense heat made things less than bearable. One student
passed out and was treated by Harrisonburg Rescue Squad
members.
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Mark Sutton and Donna Sizemore
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Access road still closed;
due to railroad dispute
By CHRIS WARD
Progress is at a standstill
for a solution that would open
the access road between J-lot
and Cantrell Avenue, a
project the university began
last fall.
Negotiations between
James Madison University
and Chesapeake Western, the
company whose trains cut
through'campus each day, are
dormant, according to Fred
Hilton, assistant to the vice
president for
university
relations here.
The conflict began when
JMU constructed the access
road between J-lot and
Cantrell
Avenue.
The
university and the railroad
company can neither agree on
who is responsible for the
githway between the lot and
aul Street, nor who is liable
for traffic that crosses it.
Chesapeake Western has
said that the access road will
cause more traffic and,
therefore liability would increase.

u the access road that is
now blocked by barricades
was opened, the university
would be "afraid that
everyone, not just students,
will use that road" to get to
the other side of campus and
Port Republic Road. The
result would be a heavier
traffic flow through the
university, he said.
Other reports in The Breeze
indicated that the railroad
wants JMU to pay for and
install crossing signs similar
to those used on Main Street.
However, university officials believe that the
railroad should walk its trains
across the road as it does at
the intersection of Paul Street
and Bluestone Drive.

"THERE ARE just some
things that the university and
the railroad company have
questions about," Hilton said.
According to articles that
appeared in summer issues of
The Breeie, the road was
intended to provide easier
access to J-lot. However, the
university encountered
problems when the access
road was built, reports said.
George
Marcum,
superintendent of buildings
and grounds here, said that
the two parties were "still
negotiating" on who would
have responsibility tor the
pathway to J-lot that crosses
the tracks.

Pnolo by Charles A. Faifo

The access road between J-lot and Cantrell Avenue

remains

cioseo.

LARGE GROUP of ALBUMS
$5.49 each or 3 for $15.00
"The Sky is Falling"
Randy Stonehill
"Looking Back at the Best of Dallas Holm"
"The Best of B.J. Thomas"
"Never Alone"
Amy Grant

A&P
Ground Beef

'

$1.39

And Many Others
A/so Any $7.98 Album, 8Track or
Cassette $7.49 each or 3 for
$21.00 Now Thru Sept. 20
VALLEY BOOKS
Downtown Harrisonburg

Phone 433-2421
Open daily 9 to 5:30
Thurs* Fri. 9 to 9

Top Sirloin Steak

$2.99 lb

Gwaltney All-Meat Bologna
$1.99 lb
Budwriser 6 pack
12 oz cans $1.87

i

•

Old Milwaukee
12 oz 12 pack $3.29
Ann Page Sandwich Creme
Cookies 24 oz .99
Starkist Tuna 6W oz

W

-

Ann Page Mayonnaise 1 quart .99

<&haeje/i

Lay's Potato Chips 7 oz

.69

Iceberg Lettuce 2 heads

$1.00

Pepsi or Diet Pepsi 8- 16oe $1.09
plus deposit
AquaFresh Toothpaste
.25 off 6.4 oz

a good drinking beer
at a good drinking price
Shank Beverage

Harrisonburg, VA 434-7829

■

$1.19

Seedless Grapes
Green or Red .98 lb

-
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rates. Two students are being
housed to a room.
The university agreed to
lease both - motels this
semester because although
Howard Johnson's officials
enjoy housing students, they
wish to retain their identity as
a motor lodge, Rose explained.
Wayne Wenger, Howard
Johnson's manager, said he
enjoys students living in his
motel. He said there were no
problems with them last year
and is glad to have them back.
Darrow said he enjoys the
business from the university
because it is steady, adding
that he would like to house

WELCOME STUDENTS! Let
the characters at FULL TILT
bring out the character in you.
A full service Redken shop
with year round 10 PERCENT
discount on all professional
services to students.
Our
regular $10.00 to $12.50
haircuts are $9.00 and $11.25.

j>

* Housing
students the entire season
since his business slacks off
from November to March.
CURRENTLY, 73 students
are being housed there. But
Darrow said he would prefer a
larger number during the offseason.
The students in Howard
Johnson's, as last year, are
expected to remain all year.
The university is paying $16 a
day per student, and 20 rooms
are being leased, Merck said.
Students are being housed
three to a room.
Accommodations include
wall to wall carpeting, color
TV. air conditioning and a

STUDENT RENT * A * FRIDGE
ONLY
for the Entire
Academic Year!
PROVIDES ICE CUBES
KEEPS FOOD & DRINK
OF ALL KINDS COLD
IDEAL FOR STUDY BREAKS
AND LATE NIGHT SNACKS

* FREE DELIVERY & PICK UP *
• GUARANTEED TO WORK *
WE ACCEPT CASH & PERSONAL CHECKS

WE ACCEPT

It'll be a mighty cold day
...when you don't need our service!

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED...ORDER YOURS TODAY!

CALL

434-7388
TO RESERVE YOUR FRIDGE
* CALL BETWEEN 9 AM & 9 PM • 7 DAYS A WEEK »
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swimming pool.
Belle Meade students will
enjoy the same privleges and
more. Maid and laundry
service, including clean linens
and towels, will be provided
twice a week at no cost to the
students.
Many Belle Meade residents
expect to enjoy their unconventiona laccom moda tion
s. None, however, enjoy the
three-mile distance to campus.
JMU will run a shuttle bus
between Howard Johnson's,
Belle Meade and the campus.
The shuttle will run all day on
the half-hour and hour,
similar to last year's shuttle to
Howard Johnson'
"IT'S A PAIN. I would
rather be on campus," Denise
Bourgeoas said. But her
father added that be was
gratified JMU made the
housing arrangements instead
of leaving this task to the
students.
JMU will run a shuttle bus
between
both
Howard
Johnson's Belle Meade and
campus. The shuttle will run
all day every half-hour,
similar to last year's shuttle.
The modular units for Belle
Meade residents will be installed on and below the WinePrice hill, Rose said. Permanent foundations will be
built for the trailers and paths
will be constructed. Each unit
is 60 feet by 24 feet and will
house ten women, two to a
room.
Room sizes are about
equivilent to space in conventional dorm rooms. Rose
said. Each will be carpeted,
air conditioned and will
contain a washing machine
and dryer.
"THE MODULAR units are
a more desirable alternative
than having people in motels.
We are able to get people on
the campus," Rose said.
"Howard Johnson's is a good •investment in as far as we get/ ---^
more than adequate housing^ J
for what a student pays. But
there is no return."
It costs $1000 more a year
per student to be housed in
Howard Johnson's rather then
in a dormitory. Rose said.
This includes all the extra
expenses like bus service he
said.
However, once the trailers
are paid for they become
university property, Rose
said, and even though the
units will have a cement
foundation, they can be moved
if necessary.
He expects that the trailers
will be paid off completely in
three years solely from
student housing fees.
STUDENTS interviewed at
Belle Meade indicated that
they were in favor of the
proposal for modular units.
One freshman resident, Kym
Layne, cited the planned
location for the trailers as an
attribute.
According to JMU head
residents
at
the
two
Harrisonburg motels, final
occupancy rates are not
available because some 10 to
20 students who were to be
housed in these locations did
not report for housing or class
registration.
Therefore,
students may be consolidated
into fewer rooms, reducing
the total number of rooms
leased by the university.
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r You II Get a lot more out of your

BRING THIS AD FOR
10% OFF

college education when you get

ON YOUR PURCHASE
DURING STUDENT DAYS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

into Army ROTC.
INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING

-•ft(i/hJm.

2 CREDIT HOURS

MISC 102/PE 152 .... 1400-1545

(HMti

153 South Main Street • P. O. Box 1079
' Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

MWF

!0$

QFF any Poster
with this Coupon only

THIS COURSE INTRODUCES THE STUDENT TO ORIENTEERING,
A CHALLENGING "LIF£ TIME" SPORT THAT REQUIRES BOTH
MENTAL AND PHYSICAL INDIVIDUAL EFFORT IN AN OUTDOOR

ENVIRONMENT,

IT

IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE THE STUDENT

COURTSQUARE
CARDS&BOOKS
64 South Court Square
433-1155

WITH THE NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TO SUCCESSFULLY PARTICIPATE IN ORGANIZED ORIENTEERING EVENTS
TO THE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL. MAPS, COMPASSES AND
TEXTBOOKS ARE PROVIDED.BY THE DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY
SCIENCE. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, CALL 433-6264 OR
STOP BY MAURY HALL, ROOM G3.

Valley's Most Unusual Cards & Posters
New and Secondiand Paperbacks
Coupon valid through Sept. 30-

stwa®
NEEDS

Volunteer Workers Interested In Experience Leading To Careers In Public Radio

CLASSICAL PRODUCES

CLASSICAL ANNOUNCERS
JAZZ ANNOUNCERS

JAZZ PRODUCERS

BLUEGRASS ANNOUNCERS

BLUEGRASS PRODUCERS

NEWS AND CONSUMER AFAIRS RBORTERS
T

DEvaoPAve^r - SALES

AND PROMOTION

BslGINBB?ING ASSISTANTS - RECORDING AND |?ffAIR
Apply to

DON LANHAAA, MANAGER
WAARA

BURRUSSHALL
..-*>

/
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Nursing program launched;
25students to participate

Refrigerators for Rent
$25 per semester
$20 deposit

THINGS TO RENT
FOR EVERY EVENT B)

IAYL0R RENTAL

BUY ONE FISH PLATTER
GET THE SECOND FOR

By TERESA CAVINESS
Providing students with the
opportunity to experience the
medical field from several
different aspects, will be the
emphasis of the James
Madison University nursing
firogram, now beginning its
irst year.
According to Dr. Marcia
Dake, Dean of the School of
Nursing here, proper nursing

requires more than just a
basic knowledge of patient
care.
The students will receive
classroom instruction for
about one month before they
are sent out to various
hospitals or clinical facilties.
This "hands on" experience
will
be
conducted
at
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital,
Sunnyside

Come to
VALLEY BOOKS
for all your Book and Bible needs
And Lots of other things, too.
Art Supplies School Supplies
.Music
.Office
Sunolies
Posters .Gifts

Soccer fans save al Arthur Treacher's wilh this special coupon' Just buy one Fisn Planer — twfl
of out prime North Atlantic white liiietv (tied in Treacher's Secret Bailer end served with hush'
puppies, creamy cole slaw, and chips — at the regular price, and you get the second Fish
Planer at 50% oil' And that's a winner from
Arthur Treacher's!
Coupon Expires September 30, 1960
Not good in conjunction with any other offer

15% Student Discount

tens

r

VALLEY BOOKS
Serving the
College Community Since 1946
Downtown Harrisonburg on
Court Square. Phone 433-2421
Open daily 9 to 5:30, Thurs. &
Fri. 9 to 9

Presbyterian Home, Camelot
Nursing Home and Woodrow
Wilson Rehabilitation Center.
In a more specific way, the
Eogram will allow students to
ve a relationship with
healthy older adults, Dake
said, adding that the students
will "make contacts and catch
up with life as an older adult."
MUCH OF
the
new
program's success depends on
how well its faculty members
can coordinate the curriculum
with their own individual
backgrounds and experiences.
With the current shortage of
nurses who are prepared to be
faculty members, Dake was
3ised to receive nearly 40
cations. From those
applicants, four were chosen
to fill the staff positions of
JMU's nursing school which
will begin with 25 students.
The faculty members are
Rebecca Dean,
Patricia
Hoffer, Victoria Sherm and
Lois Waters.
Dake worked for one year to
set up the department and
define its objectives, and she
believes the staff is more than
adequately qualified.

What Your Dollar Does
The dollars you give to the
American Cancer Society help
scientists look for better ways
to fight cancer.

BLUE MOUNTAIN RECORDS
WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS
8-tracks
cassette
prerecorded:
& blank tapes
accessories

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Jackson Browne ~ Hold Out

- $5.89

The Cars ~ Panorama

- $5.89

Carlos Santana -Swing of Delight
ACDC - Back in Black

- $6.99
- $5.89

Rolling Stones - Emotional Rescue

- $5.89

Al Stewart - 24 Carrots

- $5.89

Come see us for Good Music
at GREAT PRICES!
Mon - Wed. 10:00- 6:00 Thur - Fri 10:00-9:00 Sat 10;00-6:00
fi
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Lines to be reduced

Cash flow teller installed
By JULIE WILBEK
Lines at the Virginia
National Bank in the Warren
University Union should be
reduced due to the installation
of a Cash Flow teller, according to a bank official.
The
automated
teller
machine will handle deposits,
cash withdrawals, transfers
related to checking or savings
and can even take care of
utility payments, according to
Lois Lam, office supervisor of
the JMU branch.

BANK OFFICIALS at the
JMU branch would not
disclose the cost of the Cash
Flow machine or of its installation, although Carolyn
Bowen of VNB's Elkton
branch noted that the cost was
"so tremendous" that Elkton
would not be able to have a
Cash Flow for five to ten
years.
The move to install a Cash
Flow machine was prooosed

Cath How can handle 85 percent of all
banking transaction
"Cash Flow can handle 85
percent of all banking transactions," according to Billie
Flaherty, from Northern
Virginia Marketing Corporation. Any student who
either has a checking or
savings account with VNB can
obtain a Cash Flow card at no
extra charge. This will allow
immediate access to his or her
account.

by VNB officials, who met
with directors of JMU's
business affairs office.
"We thought there'd be a lot
of advantages for the
students" by installing the
Cash Flow machine, according to Michael Way,
associate
director
of
operations at the Warren
University Union.
Way also said that bank

officials did not anticipate a
problem with vandalism. .
The Cash Flow machine
here will be available to
students any time the WUU is
open, however, other Cash
Flow machines throughout
Virginia are open 24 hours a
day.

Renew Old Acquaintances
At The Adventure In
Gourmet Eating
And Shopping
SPANKY'S
60 W. Water St.
Harrisc-Surg. Va.
434-7647

&

STUDENTS WHO wish to

MON.-SAT. 8am-lam
obtain a Cash Flow cai*.
should
contact
Virginia
National Bank Cards will be
sent out three to four weeks
after an application is comEleted. A personal idenfication number to be used
with each card will be mailed
later.
After inserting a card, the
machine prints out lighted
video instructions, but VNB
officials have been demonstrating the operation of the
Cash Flow teller since September 1 and will continue
doing so until September 15.

SUN. lQam-l.am

INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE
Debate and Individual Events
Opening-meeting for all interested
students Warren University Union
meeting room A Tuesday, Sept 9,
1980 at 7 pm Free refreshments!
No prior experience necessary

Introductory Offer to Students - 20 Visits for $35.00

.

51 Court Square
Harrisonburg

• •

434-9469

For HAND-CRAFTED
hammocks, wall hangings, pillows,
plant hangers, gifts & accessories.
Items from 45 countries at Court
Square Village - Downtown H burg
434-1672 open 10 till 5

PEUGEOT.
The best choice

in touring
is here.

You'll get a lot more out of your
college education when you get
into Army ROTC.
MILITARY IN SOCIETY
LEADERSHIP

LAB

RISC 110

0900-0950

MISC 001

1500-1700

2

CREDIT HOURS

0

CREDIT HOURS

(SECTION

001)

MW

MAURY 62

(SECTI-ON

002)

MW

MAURY 62
MAURY 62

iiitii

TH

MISC 110 EXAMINES THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN WAR.
TOPICS RANGE FROM VIETNAM BACK TO THE TECHNIQUES
OF WARFARE SINCE 1400 B. C,
CONCEPTS OF BASIC

People who know
go Peugeot

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Virginia
BICYCLES -MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

POLITICAL STRUCTURES, THE CURRENT INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT, NATIONAL IDEOLOGIES, GOALS AND MILITARY—ECONOMIC POWER OF SELECTED NATIONS ARE DISCUSSED, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE IMPLICA-

TIONS FOR UNITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY.

AN

ATMOSPHERE OF OPEN PARTICIPATION AND DISCUSSION
IS ENCOURAGED. MISC 001 IS A PRACTICUM IN BASIC,
MILITARY SKILLS, SUCH AS RAPPELLING, ORIENTEERING,
AND RIFLE & PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP, AND ON APPLIED
LEADERSHIP SKILLS.
IT WILL BE A DIFFERENT SET OF
EXPERIENCES FOR YOU.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, CALL
433-6264, OR STOP BY MAURY 612.
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-Announcements
Student Teaching

Folk Ensemble

Friends Meeting

Applications for student
teaching for the Spring
Semester (Third or Fourth
Block) must be received by
the Office of Field and
Laboratory Experiences by
the catalog deadline of Sept.
12. Applications may be
picked up in Maury 110.

Auditions for the Folk
Ensemble of the JMU Dance
Theatre will be held Sept. 10 at
3:30 p.m. in Godwin 356. Men
and women are needed and no
experience is necessary. For
more information call Ed
Howard at 433-6256.
i

The Harrisonburg Friends
will meet Sept. 7 at 215
Campbell St. A silent meeting
will begin the evening at 5:30
followed by a pot luck supper
at 6:30. All students are
welcome. Call 434-8761 for
details.

Brand New & Convenient
KWK CAR WASH

Holocaust Course

Men's and women's Golf
sign-up deadline is Sept. 18 at
12 p.m. Draw will be posted
Sept. 19 and play begins Sept.
22. Men's and women's
Horseshoes sign-up deadline
is Sept. 25. Draw posted Sept.
26, and play begins Sept. 29.
Men's and women's Tennis
sign-up deadline is Sept. 11 at
12 p.m. Draw posted Sept. 12
ana play begins Sept. 13. For
more information call 4336669. All signups at the IM
bulletin board, Godwin 102.

RacquetbaU
The RacquetbaU Club will
meet Sept. 11 at 5:15 p.m. in
Harrison A-10. Old and new
members and anyone interested is encouraged to
attend. Officers will be
elected.

on Kenmore Street behind McDonalds
5 Self Service Bays
.50
2 Automatic Wash Bays $1.50
A Wheel Scrubber Machine .25
3 Powerful Vacuums
25

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the
national broadcast honorary
society, is conducting a
membership drive open to
radio-tv-film students within
the Department of Communication Arts. Majors must
have achieved at least a
sophomore standing; have
completed at least three hours
of a broadcasting course
(excluding core courses);
have at least a 3.0 G.P.A. in
broadcasting classes and a 2.0
overall G.P.A.
Applications can be picked
up at WMRA, Burruss Hall,
and at the television film
center. Deadline for applications is Oct. 3. For further
information
contact
Jennifer Bocock at WMRA or
in care of Alpha Epsilon Rho,
P.O. Box 4174.

Tti i u jo;jp:m ent i 1 I a« jo,!

to
ONE FHEE WHEEL SCRUB

*KKIK'CAK WASH
48 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, Va.

ktramirals

434-2782

The roots, dimensions and
effects of the Holocaust will be
some of the topics discussed in
F.L. 260-H, Literature of the
Holocaust. The class will be
conducted in English and
should be of interest to
students in the fields of
history,
philosophy
and
religion. The course will be
offered on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 10:40 to 12:05,
3 credits, in Keezell 303
Contact the instructor, John
Stewart 433*310 or the
Department
of
Foreign
Languages and Literatures
433-6128 for further information. •

AnAety Meeting
There will be an archery
meeting Sept. 9 at 4:15 p.m. in
Godwin 135. Anyone interested in shooting this fall
should attend.

Swimming
An organizational meeting
for the women's swimming
and diving team will be held
Sept. 8 at 3 p.m. in Godwin 343.

SGA Positions
Want to get involved? SGA
will be making the following
appointments soon: student
advocates, judicial secretary,
parlimentarian, and Minor
Violations Board members. If
you are interested in any of
these positions, please visit
the SGA office for an application and more information. Deadline is 5 n.m
Sept. 12.

Student Senate
TUESDAY, SEPT. 2

SAVE

FREE ADMISSION
THIS COOTON

win

AOMT TWO FOR THE
POlCIOf OM AOUIT
TICKET AT ANY ROTH
THEATRE QN TUB
SEPTEMBER MS»

Student Senate elections
will be held on Tuesday Sept.
16. Anyone interested should
visit the SGA office for a
declaration of intent and more
information.

Dukettes Tryouts
TUESDAY, SEPT. 9

FREE ADMISSION

A,

THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGf!
We're grateful to you for making this a banner year, so we've declared that
TUESDAYS IN SEPTEMBER ARE
AUDIENCE APPftffCIATION DAYS'!

TMISCOUfCNVN.1
ADMIT TWO KM THE
PRICI Of ONE ADUIT
TICKET AT AN* ROTH
THEATRE ON TUf S .
SEPTEMMRt. IMO

Broadcasting
TUESDAY, SEPT. 16

FREE ADMISSION
THIS COURON Mil
ADMIT TWO FOR THE
"llCt COME AOUll
TICKET AtAHY BOTH
THEATRE ON TUES .
SErTEMRER ». IMP

With these coupons, you'll not only SAVE MONEY
when you come to ROTH Theatres, you'H get lots of surprises, too!

ROTH'S 1»2«3

GAfltWOFOtFlH
TUESDAY, SEPT. 23

FREE ADMISSION

*m

ROCCO

THIS COUfOH Mil
AOMT TWO FOR THE
MICE OF OM AOUIT
TICKET AT ANY ROTH
THEATRE OM TUES .
SEPTEMBER 33 IMO

RMG A rwnxNfl HJw

TUESDAY, SEPT. 30

VIRGINIA
SOUTH MAIN ST„ HARRISONBURG — 434-4292

FREE ADMISSION
1MB COUPON Will
ADMIT TWO'OR THE
FRICE Of OME ADULT
TICKET AT ANY ROTH
THEATRE OR TUES .
SEPTEMBER 10. IMO

J

All girls interested in trying
out for the Dukettes should
attend a meeting Sept. 8 at 4
p.m. in Godwin 135. Please
come dressed for practice.

Individuals interested in
subscribing to "Broadcasting
Magazine"; the publication
for the broadcast media, can
do so through Alpha Epsilon
Rho, the national broadcast
honorary
society.
Subscriptions will be available
thru 2 p.m.. Sept 17 at
WMRA, Burruss Hall. Normal
yearly rate is $45 but you can
subscribe for $33 for a year;
$18 for 26 weeks or $10 for 13
weeks.
Checks payable to Alpha
Epsilon Rho, or cash can be
brought to WMRA during
regular
business
hours.
Please see Jim Miskimen,
faculty advisor, or Jennifer
Bocock. AERho President, for
further information.
Alt announcements should be typed
double-spaced and brought to The
Breeze announcement box In the
basement of Wine-Price. Pleas* specify
in what issue dates the announcement
should run. The deadline for announcements in the Friday issue Is noon
Tuesday and for the Tuesday issue Is
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted by phone.

MMG A RM8M) FOt HtB
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Alternate dining plans offered
By JULIE WILBER
Students living off-campus
or In Chandler apartments
who wish to eat at the dining
hall now have a choice of meal
plans in addition to the 21meals a week contract.
The 21-meal plan, which
includes breakfast, lunch, and
dinner seven days a week, is
the only dining contract

available to resident students.
Off-campus students,
however, may choose from
five additional plans.
The other meal plans for
commuters range from 15
meals a week (five-day breakfast, lunch and dinner) to five
meals a week (lunch or dinner).

The 14 meal plan is the most
popular, according to Hank
Moody, director of contract
dining. This plan, available
since last January, includes
lunch and dinner seven days a
week. This plan is followed in
popularity by the five-day
lunch contract. Moody said.

Got a NEWS TIP?
Call the News Desk at 6127

PHOTOGRAPHY
IS OUR BUSINESS

BE A WINNER
LIKE THE DUKES!
"GO FOR THE GOLD"
ONWHBG-1360

GITCHELL'S
CAMERA SHOP & STUDIO
IN DpWNtoWN MRISONBURG

20% Student Discount
on all Merchandise

WIN JMU HOME FOOTBALL GAME TICKETS!

PHOTOFINISH ING

Be ELIGIBLE TO WIN UP TO $250 IN CASH!!

THAT'S FAST
79 E. Market St.

-

434-5314

Put On A JMU "GO FOR THE GOLD" Bumper SHcker.
•Register Your License Plate Number By Calling WHBG At 434-1311
Then, Listen and "GO FOR THE GOD" on
WHBG-1360 Live Contemporary Redo

* Bumper Sticker available at your bank.
JMU Ticket Office, WHBG & Dallas Hollar Ford
fr

\l8gf
NATIONAL
BOHEMIAN
BEER

THE HEW

nflnonai

BOH

STUDENT DAYS

YOU HAVE TO TB5TE
IT TO BELIEVE IT!

SEPT. 5* and 6*

Friday - Saturday
*S

M*«HllOH»U»O.V*. /

2 No. Gout Square

Shank Bevefoge Co.
Harrisonburg, VA 434-7829

i

^

We welcome VISA, M—umwd cr Joaeph Ney Charge.

./
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Progress slows on facility
By CHRIS WARD
Delays in construction have
hindered progress on the
university's new recreation
and
convocation facility
located across Interstate 81.
"Construction was brought
to a virtual halt" due to the
almost complete revision of
the original plans, according
to Fred Hilton, assistant to the
vice president of university
relations.
"The plans for the faciltity
have changed dramatically
since the beginning," Hilton
said.
"At first, Godwin was going
to be expanded, but it was
found that it would be more
feasible to expand the new
facility instead "
According to Hilton, the

university's new 7,000-seat
facility will be used for a
variety of activities, including
basketball games, concerts
and "any type of activity that
requires a large seating
capacity."
Officials at Wright, Jones,
and Wilkerson, a Richmondbased architectural firm that
designed the facility, denied
rumors that the construction
had stopped because there
were deficiencies in the firm's
plans.
Hubert L. Jones, spokesman
for the firm, said that there
"have been no problems
whatsoever" with the plans,
but that "there is a different
concept of the building now
than at first."

\
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WELCOME BACK TO JMU
|The endless summer has begun
in Harrisonburg with Buddy

STUDENT DAYS
SPECIAL

TanninQ Cntr

Craig's 5uf0 TOO
It's safe, it's fast,
it's easy!
where the sun never sets
1106 Reservoir 434-1812

LINED PLAID BLAZERS
FALL SHADES

$43"
153 South Main Street • P. 0. Box 1079
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22801

CASH & CARRY FOODS
290 Chesapeake Dr., H'burg

WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS FOR THE ENTIRE MONTH OF
SEPTEMBER ALL PREMIUM BEERS ONLY
<t 1 OQ^pif
Miller, Budweiser, Strophs, Shchlitz, Busch

H*

A

•*' Ul IV

WITHCOLLEGE
HARRISONBURG'S FIRST BOX STORE
We've cifr the frills to save you money. Pay cash only, no checks, this saves
you money. We limit our variety and hours to save you money.
S^lf-service grocery shopping in a warehouse in a full of savings.
We accept manufacturer's coupons and food stamps.
1
H-burg High
Rt. 42
01

if

Qfi
■D

X

Closed Sundays & Mondays

4-»

t/5

aj Chesapeake Dr.
i
«

■35
u
2

Cash &
Carry Foods

Tuesday -Thursday 9 to6
is

Friday 9 to9
Saturday 9 to6

~*
S. Main
11

I2»s blocks from J.M.U.1
'l 11 ■ 11

1

...'
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How to survive the JMU weekend
OH Campus

—r-

BY MIKE SHUTTY
Despite the fact that you've
barely had time to wire-up the
old gut-slamming Pioneer
SX9999 or even unpack mom's
goodie box, you've probably
already experienced a more
than healthy dosage of JMU.
You've suffered a ride on the
tedious carousel they call
registration, stood on myriad
meandering booklines and
gotten incredibly blitzed with
last year's delinquent crowd.
Surely, with all this orientation settling heavily on your
brain, you need an escapesomething away from the
purple and gold garbage cans
and
the
impeccably
manicured greenery. Ah, yes,
you are ready to venture into
collegetown-- the Harrisonburg nightspots: there is
something here to suit any
brand of youthful insanity.
What follows is a survey of
Harrisonburg's more popular
points of rendezvous, where
students can find a variety of
entertainment ranging from
explosive musical arrogance
to candlelight romanticismalmost all affordable and
catering to the tastes of most
James Madison University
students.
The Other Place - 2» S.
Liberty St.
Once known as Gatsby's,
the dingy, dark, beer saloon
where questionable JMU
students repeatedly crowded
in on Tuesday nights for kegs
of stale draft at reduced
prices, The Other Place has
added a bit more class to its
image by raising the ceiling
and featuring a wide selection
of
east
coast
bands
showcasing
music
from
bluegrass to new wave.
The Other Place is open
Tuesday through Saturday,
11-2 a.m. with daily happy
hours from 6-8 p.m. Clothing
must be neat and a strict
under 18-no admittance policy
is enforced with intimidating
vigor.
The bar boasts sue different
types of draft on tap: 60 cents
per glass and $3 per pitcher.
Prices are cut in half during
happy hour. Tuesday night
features all night happy hour
prices with 15 cent drafts from
8-9 p.m., but be sure to arrive
early and dress light since
cheap draft usually transforms the floor to a jampacked, standing-room-only,
mass of sweaty bodies, spilled
cups, and slurred words.
Cover charges vary according to the popularity of
the band, usually about $2-$3.
Ladies are admitted free on
Thursday nights.
The Elbow Room -- 121 S.
Main St.
Last year's get-down boogie
bar as toned down it's nightly
madness, primarily due to the
opening of The Other Place
which is operated by the same
management. But with its

authentic rustic atmosphere
and its warm familiarity to
JMU students, the 'Bow Room
promises to continue to be a
popular gathering spot.
Bands will occasionally be
featured on Fridays and
Saturdays, and sometimes on
Wednesdays, which is also
ladies night. Happy hour is
from 4-7 p.m. with beer prices
reduced to $1.75 for pitcters
and 30 cents for glasses.
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The lounge is located above
the Village Pub in the same
building and is accessable
from either inside the Pub or
through a back door facing thr
Harrisonburg parking deck.
Open from 5 p.m.-2 a.m., the
Binnacle Lounge has happy
hour from 5-7 p.m. each
evening. Cover charge for
Friday and Saturday band
nights is $3.00 per person and
$5.00 per couple.
Fantastic Fenwicks Tavern
-8W. Water St.
For a lively night of
acoustacal
guitar,
good
friends
and
decorative
surroundings, Fenwicks is the
chic college hangout. Since its
opening one year ago, it has
become a favorite hangout
among JMU students and has,
as a result, catered almost
exclusively to them.
Fenwicks ofers practically
every cocktail imaginable at
affordable prices • including a
fine selection of wine and
beer. Two-for-one happy
hours are featured at the
following times: Monday from
3-7 p.m., Wednesdays from 912 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays from 12 p.m. to l a.m. (a
(Continued on Page 20)
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The Binnacle Lounge - 163
S. Main St.
For the over 21 crowd who
like disto dancing on Friday
and Saturday nights, the
Bnnacle Lounge offers true
nightclub atmosphere with
cool darkness and padded
chairs.

<

^^ -31

The Village Pub - 163 S.
Main St.
Open from 11-2 am the Pub
fea hires a complete selection
of sandwiches, pizzas, soups
and salads - most of them
disguised with creative names
which make menu reading an
interesting exercise in itself.
The wooden booths often
seem uncomfortable, the
service is usually slow and the
bill always turns out higher
than normally expected ~ be
careful if returning from a
happy hour.
A full bar offers a wide
variety of cocktails, wines and
beers. The atmosphere and
decor is inviting and friendly - very conducive to interesting
conversation and passionate
words; this is perhaps the
Pub's saving grace.

■

On Campus
By MARK SUTTON
When looking for things to
do on campus, the first
thought that comes to mind is
a single word: "party!" And
rightly so, for there is an
abundance of parties to attend
here—every other weekend.
What do you do, however,
when there are no parties that
look inviting, and the weekend
looms ahead?
First, if you have a car or
don't mind the walk, you could
flee campus to take in the
nightspots
of
beautiful
downtown
Harrisonburg.
Those of you who are dating
on a regular basis will find
that you start repeating
yourself after about a month.
So, a month later you're right
back where you started—on
campus with nothing to do.
But the powers that be, in
their infinite wisdom, have
given the lonely and desperate
student a wealth of things to
do each weekend, right here at
good old James Madison
University! Herein, a sampling.
FOOD is always a problem
for the weekend student. You
decide to save some bucks by
taking a chance on the wonderful cuisine offered at
Gibbons Hall only to find that
their heavy main courses
don't mix very well with
alcohol. No, D-Hall is out.
Enough of that on weekdays,
thank you. That leaves only
one
on-campus
eating
alternative—Duke's Grill.

The weekend traffic at
Duke's starts on Thursday
night when hundreds of
students swarm into those
familiar booths for a night of
spirited libation. The main
course on Thursdays is Old
Milwaukee
beer,
affectionately known as "Old
Swill," or "Old Kill" to
regular patrons. By Friday,
things calm down a bit, and
most of the beer consumed is
only by those folks wanting to
get an early start on a parry
with a pitcher or two for lunch
or even breakfast.
The food at Duke's is basic
greasy
spoon
gourmet.
Hamburgers and hot dogs are
the predominant items on the
menu, followed by the steadily
shrinking (in size, not cost)
steak sub and the nowava ilable-in-one-size-only
french fries. The good fries,
by the way, are the little ones
that don't have ridges on
them. Avoid the fat, ridgey
ones at all costs.
..NOT all of the charm of
i, this utterly charming place is
in its food, however. First,
there is the music, if you can
call it that. Blatant pounding
disco drivel usually slurps out
of the juke box, as a few
mental midgets pump their
allowances down its coin slot
And that is not the only slot at
Duke's that is getting more
than its fair share of devalued
coin, for outside of Duke's lies
the upper game room. Here
dedicated pinball addicts wile

away their days in a world of
bonuses, tilts, extra games,
and quarters.
So you've eaten, gotten
trounced by a pinball machine
with a defective right flipper,
and now you have the rest of
the evening to kill. Fear not,
for there is more.
Coming from the back door
of the Warren University
Union, you notice that there is
a queue of students, stretched
as far as the eye can see.
Trained by JMU to join any
line at any time even if you
don't know what it's for, you
position yourself at its end.
You look up to see you are'
headed for that paragon of
architecture, the GraftonStovall theater.
THEY show movies here, or
at least they try. The first
thing you may notice about
Grafton-Stoval is that the
bricks don't join together too
well wherever, the wall
makes a sharp turn. The
second thing you notice is that
the movie screen inside isn't
very wide. In fact, many
movies there play right off the
screen—when they play at
all.The films at G-S, just like''
the ones upperciassmen used
to know and love at Wilson
Hall, burn up, break down, get
put on out of order or just
plain give up the fight midstream. Rumor has it that the
new theatre cost so much that
we couldn't afford new
projection equipment to go
with it.
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tlamm Un s, Debris to open fall concert season
By MARK SUTTON
Another milestone in the
long road to acceptance for
new wave music at James
Madison University will be
marked Monday, Sept. 8,
when Debris and the Flamin'
Oh's come to Wilson Hall.
Debris, just back from a
very successful tour of the
Washington D.C. club scene,
will open the 8 p.m. performance.
The band, which has been
through
some
personnel
changes over the past four
months, now consists of Jim
White on lead vocals, bass and
occasional guitar;
Kevin
O'Hare on guitar and vocals;
Jack Graf on guitar, vocals
and occasional bass, and
Drew Gardner on drums.
Closing its summer tour
with an appearance before a

packed
house
at
the
Washington club Desperados,
Debris showed the audience a
new, tighter version of itself.
GRAF AND O'Hare have
added more distortion to their
guitar work, resulting in a
fuller, richer sound. Rather
than sounding like the early
Beatles and Stones, the band
now sounds more up-to-date.
The absence of Tommy
Robinson's keyboards
is
jarring at first, but the fuller
guitar tones more than make
up for that.
Debris stands at a crucial
point in its quest to break into
the music business in a big
way. According to guitarist
O'Hare, the band has learned
quite a bit from its summer
dates about the life of a
working rock band.

Band members are excited
about the opportunity to open
their JMU fall campaign in
Wilson. The band, O'Hare
said, has written many new
songs which will be showing
up in its performances soon.
He also said that the band has
a few surprises for Monday
night's audience. This date
with the Flamin' Oh's should
prove to be yet another step
toward a degree of national
recognition for Debris.

Members include Robert
Wilkinson on guitars and
i vocals, Joseph Behrend on
keyboards and vocals, Bob
Meide on drums, percussion
and backing vocals, and Jody
Ray on bass.
One of the interesting
aspects about Flamin' Oh's is
the way the album was
recorded. Rather than drag
the band out of its natural

element and into the studio,
Fat City Records rented the
Orpheum Theater in Minneapolis for the band to record
its LP. All rhythm tracks were
laid down here, and the band
later went into the studio to
record the vocal and lead
guitar parts.
(Continued on Page 20)

THE FLAMIN* OH'S, who
will headline the Monday
night performance, hail from
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The
band's first LP, "Flamin'
Oh's", was released this
summer on Fat City Records.
The album was featured on
Billboard magazine's June 21
Recommended LPs section.

Hungarian choreographer
instructs in Godwin Hall
By TRICJA FISCHETTI
Godwin Hall was quiet last Saturday afternoon. Most of the doors were locked. The
halls were dark. On the third floor though, the
sound I Hungarian music filtered through the
quiet and the heat. The propped open door to
room 356 revealed several fans ana a group of
hot but smiling dance students practicing by
Hungarian folk music and listening to their
insructor.
°
Their instructor last week was Mr. Andor
Czomzo, a native of Hungary and America's
foremost authority on Hungarian dance. According to Ed Howard, a director of the Folk
Ensemble of the James Madison University
Dance Theatre, the group has been wanting to
have Czomzo as a guest choreographer for
several years.
"He's a beautiful teacher," Howard said.
"And since he's from Hungary, he knows all
the cultural and social significances of the
dances."
CZOMZO, who teaches dance at New York
State University, arrived at JMU Sept. 26 to
work with members of the folk ensemble last
week. He set choreography for a 13-minute
suite for two groups of JMU dancers, one group
of eight couples and one of six.
Czomzo says that he grew up with dance as
an important part of his life and of his country's culture, but never took a dance lesson. He
was born in Turkeve, Hungary where his
father owned an inn. There he was able to
come into contact with people from all walks of
life and learn their dances. "Dance was part of
the behavior of my people," he said,
illy around women and wine."

.rhnpcK»nburger

Alter World War II, Czomzo said, dance
became more organized in Hungary, and he
became involved with the Amateur Folk
Festival there. He was then offered a position
in a professional folk ensemble, and he soon
obtained his professional liscense as a teacher
and choreographer.
THE Hungarian revolution in 1956 brought
"the big turn" for Czomzo. "Circumstances
beyond my control, for which I am now very
grateful, brought me to the United States, and
like most immigrants, I took many jobs in
America mostly just to learn the language."
Czomzo spent time as a truck driver, factory
worker, chauffeur, and salesman before he
was hired by Columbia Artists in the early
1960s as a member of a small dance ensemble.
"We performed a very urinappy marriage of
folk, ethnic and classical ballet," he said, "but
we hit the major stages."
Czomzo married a dance educator, and his
wife is also a member of the faculty at New
York State University. "During the school
year, I get more invitations to do guest
choreography than I can do," Czomzo said.
"Americans come to me to learn. They are
very enthusiastic and very interested in other
cultures."
The dance authority said he is often puzzled,
however, by Americans' desire to learn
Hungarian dance. "Dance here is a leisure
activity or a hobby," Czomzo said, "but in
Hungary, up until recently, it was a part of our
everyday existence,"
"FOLK dance can exist naturally only in the
society it is from," he continued, "otherwise it
is a learned behavior — a whole different
world."
Czomzo said that when he is teaching
students such as the JMU ensemble that he
tries to find a format for a foreign dance to be
enjoyable in an alien culture. One of the dances
the folk ensemble learned from Czomzo is a
recruitment dance that evolved in 18th century
Hungary and continued through the early 20th
century to induct men into the army. "The
dance enabled the recruiters to see the
strongest, healthiest men in the village,"
Czomzo said, "and the dance remained even
after the recruitment ended."
Folk dance survived through visual transaction and the simple process of observing
and adopting, according to Czomzo. As a
teacher, he says, he is torn between this
natural approach to dance and what he terms
the intellectual approach. He experiments with
both.
"I always tell my dancers to learn from me
but not to imitate me," he said." A dancer
should always be comfortable with himself."
Czomzo resists the idea that he is preseving a
part of old Hungarian culture by teaching his
native dances. "I'm not preserving anything,"
he said. "Hungarian dance will live or die with
its people.
According to Czmozo, dancing is a natural
ablity of man. "If speech is a natural ability,
then dance is a natural ability." he said. "And
people moved before they made sound."

••»• ..,..._,.
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Photo by Mark Sutfon

JIM WHITE of Debris, shown here leading the band during
their performance at the Elbow Room in April, will return to JMU
in his new role as bassist and lead vocalist when the band opens
for the Flamin' Oh's Monday night. At left Hungarian
choreographer Andor Czmozo instructs JMU students in Godwin
Hall

Artfile

Sawhill Opening
•«•

THE paintings of Peter Svenson are featured in the
Sawhill gallery's first show of the semester which
opened on September 1.
Svenson. a native of Takoma Park, Maryland, works
primarily in acrylic on raw canvas Included in the
exhibition are several large triangular paintings
completed in the early 1970S, as well as more recent
work.
Currently living in Free Union, Virginia, Svenson
holds a MFA from the University of North Carolina in
Greensboro.
An opening reception, with the artist in attendance,
will be held Thursday, September 4.
The Sawhill Gallery is open Monday through Friday,
8—12,1—5, and 7—9. Saturday and Sunday hours are 1—
—Mark Sutton

Peter Svenson
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YOUR HARRISONBURG KROGER STORE

OPEN 24 MRS. A DAY*
*Exc*pt Closed Saturday Midnight
Til 9am Sunday
RT.«

'«TTER
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these advertised items is required 10 be
readily available fo» sale m each K'oger Store eicepl as
VMOficaty noted m th* aO If we do run out Of an advertised
item, /ve will oHer you your choice of a comparable item
when available, reflecting the same savings 0' 8 lamcheck
which will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the
i advertised price within X days

COUNTRY OVEN

Potato
Chips

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for your total |
satisfaction regardless of manufacturer it you are not satis
fied Kroger will replace your item with tne same brand or a |
^comparable brand or refund your purchase price
COPYRIGHT 1M0-THI KROGER CO. ITEMS AND PRICES
GOOD SUNDAY AUGUST 31 THRU SATURDAY SEPTEMBER
4. I MO IN HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.

Budweiser Beer
Ban Roll-On
Deodorant
12oi.
Cons
$

29

Glazed Donuts

1(L 1

FRESH RAKED

f%

Italian Bread

OAC

L KOV

BREAD AVAIL ABIE ONLY AT YOUR
HARRISONBURG KROGER

Pert
Shampoo

15

^

B»T*

BH.

Old Milwaukee Beer

12$

Thompson White
Seedless Grapes

12-oz.
Cans
HOSE. BIANCO OR CEIL A

Lambrusco
Wines

iti.

ROSE, BURGUNDY. PAUL MASSON

Chablis
Wines

50.7-ot.
BH.

COLD DUCK OR CHAMPAGNE

Andre
Wines
»* . . WA'»V4ViV»V.*i

rr*******

25.4-ox.
Bti.

$999

lb.

W
, i

$099
m
mm

GOLDEN

Delicious
Apples...

>%**•*«•••>•*%****%*•>•• »•% * » » t -•» %•% % * *.« » M \ ».»_H * ■».**.>, * :•> i -,•.', 1 ." .•»•«'.'».'.■ fe'A* e\'*'»VV A. M »"• * *• • * * * »'* *****»*»
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THEBODYSHOP
WELCOMES STUDENTS
-~r

FOR STUDENT DAYS SEPT. 5-6

REGISTER FOR THREE GIFT CERTIFICATES
LEE- LEVI- WRANGLER
LEE-LEVI- WRANGLER
Pre-washed Jeans
Corduroys
16.98
14.88
St. or Boot Cut
St.orBootCut

LADIES SHIRTSMEN'S SHIRTSSWEATKS- BLAZERS BY
SWEATERS BY
LEVI-WRANGLER- CAMPUS TOM BOY -LADY LEVIS-SWEET BABY JANE WESTERNS .FLANNELS. KNITS
VMECKS.TURTLENECKS
GUNNIES—YOU BABES
BUTTON-DOWNS OXFORDS
CHEGOfTally -Ho)
STUFFED SHIRTST.MICHEL
DESIGNERJEANS BY
/A VANDERBILT—CALVIN
MICHEL- CHIC--FURY
MM JACKETS &VESTS
.WRANGLER.PACIFIC TRAIL
DENIN.WOOL PLAIDS, FLANNEL SKIRTS & DRESSES
GUNNE SAX ,PBJ LADY LEVIJOM BOY, FRITZ

ENJOY FREE COCA-COLA WITH US
=ON COURT SQUARE=
n pAl If) Q Welcomes All Students During
u vwu
^
*
Student Days Sept 5-6
REGISTER FOR A $10.00 GIF CERTIFICATE
We carry a complete line of Hats Jackets, Rosters, Lights Incense, Tqpestries, Fishnet
Books, Waterbeds & many others items too numerous to mention!
CLOUD 9
OPEN M---S 105
fit 109
Charge cards & layaways-Welcome

w
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* Flamin

STUDENT DAYS
SPECIAL

9

(Continued from Page 17)
IN THREE nights' work,
the band laid down the rhythm
tracks for 18 songs, a
phenomenal amount of work.
According
to
engineerproducer David Rivkin, the
band produced a more
energetic sound in its natural
environment than it would
have in the studio.
Where the album was
reviewed, it received raves.
Critics were quite impressed
by the sound the band got in its
improvised setup. Comments
like "this album will still
sound good when put to the
test of time," were typical.
The band's music has been

* Weekend
(Continued from Page 17)
most popular hour), and
Sat urd ays and Sundays
from 3-5 p.m.
Fenwicks is open from 11-2
a.m. daily offering a wide
range of sandwiches and a
special brunch on Saturdays
and Sundays.
Spanky's - 60 W. Water St.
Spanky's offers the area's
most elaborate selection of
exotic cheeses, imported
delicacies and over 50
varieties of foreign beers. For
the connoisseur of fancy foods
and new tastes, Spanky's is
simply a delight to explore.
The atmosphere is quiet and
pleasant - a nice place for
discussion. House wines can
be purchased by the glass
starting at 90 cents. Thursday
night is Michelob night at 50
cents a draft from 9 p.m. -12
a.m.
Spanky's is open from 8-1
a.m. daily
Edens - 51 Court Square
Village
Open from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m.
each day, Edens
lounge, located above the
restaurant, offers a full
compliment of alcoholic
beverages from cocktails and
wine to imported beer.
Regular draft beer is not sold
here; thus prices are rather
high.
A happy hour from 2-7 p.m.
daily features two-for-one
specials and reduced prices.
Entertainment is provided
nightly
ranging
from
acoustical coffeehouse sets to
small bands -- nothing
especially rowdy as to not
break the delicate glasses or
stain the tablecloths.
The Gandy Dancer - 700
Port Republic Rd
Located below the popular
Train Station Restaurant, the
Gandy Dancer represents one
of the few non-JMU directed
nightclubs, catering mostly to
Harrisonburg locals. The
Gandy Dancer is open
Thursday and Friday from
7:30 p.m. - 1 a.m. and
Saturday from 7:30 - 12 p.m.
Live music is usually
provided by a countrywestern band. The decor is
simple, but no one seems to
complain since liquor and
beer are available.

*

compared to Chuck Berry and
the Rolling Stones, and in live
performance, it is described
as driving and very hot.
Flamin' Oh's have been voted
the best live band in its
hometown for the last three
years.
A local disc jockey had this
to say about the Flamin' Oh's:
"an exciting original rock 'n'
roll band...great example of
1980s energy. We love the
record and can hardly wait for

the next one."
THE BAND has played with
such groups as the B-52's,
Talking Heads, Elvis Costello
and the Attractions, Patti
Smith, Devo and Molly

SHORT SLEEVE
KNTTTOPS
FALL COLORS

$8

Hatchet. According to its
reviewers, they "fought the
Talking Heads to a draw."
They
"outshone"
Eddie
Money. And Monday night,
they and Debris will demolish
Wilson Hall.

mti
153 South Main Street • P. O. Box 1079
I
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

if
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oxmmeHiESl!
REMT
A

R&*lGeBAl3f2
Rent
$45.00
Deposit $10.00

E-Z Pick up at Stop-In
Parking Lot
Fri Sept 5 ... 3-7 pm
Sat Sept 6 ... 1 -4 pm
■

i

lllH!limmi'!ll!!!MH!MrM7

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CONTACT.
UNIVERSITY MARKETING SERVICE
P. O, Box 484
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone: 433-1223
Deal With A Local Business
For Better Service

isiaii*iin:{i.:fr.rn:i:r:<^iui:im:r.7i

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 433-1223
For Additional Schedules
t
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Sports
Dukes attain Division I status
By
DAVID
TEEL
James Madison University
embarks on a new era this
football season as the Dukes
will be competing in Division
I-AA of the NCAA.
JMU Athletic Director Dean
Enters believes the advancement brings the football
program to the level it needs
to be.
"Hopefully this
classification will not be
subject to change," Enters
said, "This should give the
program
some
needed
stability."
Coach Challace McMillin
echoed Enters, saying, "I
think Division I-AA is a
realistic level for us and that
we can compete with the best
in the country, but it's going to
take some time. We've only
had
two
scholarship
recruiting years and we're
going to be competing against
people who have had their
Drosrams for a long time."
THE MOVE to Division IAA allows JMU to offer 75 full
football scholarships to be
distributed among no more
than 95 athletes. Division I-A
member institutions such as
the University of Virginia are

permitted 95 total scholarships.
McMillin warned that JMU
must
avoid
"overscheduling."
"One reason we've been
successful is because we've
realistically been able to
compete with our opponents,"
he added.
This raises the question of
why the Dukes have competed
with the likes of William &
Mary and Virginia the past
two seasons. Also this
season's match with Virginia
Tech may prove to be in
McMillin's category of overscheduling.
"Sometimes you have no
choice as to who you will
play,"
McMillin
said,
"Personally I would have
preferred not to play the likes
of UVA but rather team's on an
equal level as far as
scholarship
players
are
concerned."
EHLERS SAID JMU needed
a certain number of games
against anv Division I opponents to upgrade its
classification and these teams
agreed to play. "Even though
we weren't readv for these

games from a manpower
standpoint, I do believe it
helped recruiting," he explained.
The move from Division II
comes one year later than
expected because JMU and
the NCAA had different interpretations of scheduling
requirements at the higher
level. Those standards now
met, the Dukes face an array
of opponents that will certainly prove to be the most
challenging in the school's
brief football history.
Included in the 1980 slate
are home dates with Division
I-A teams Appalachian State
University and East Tennessee State University. Other
contests at Madison Stadium
will be with Liberty Baptist
College, Wofford College and
Shippensburg State College.
THE DUKES will travel to
Division I-AA opponents
Morehead State University,
Austin Peay University and
Lehigh University. Two other
away games feature the
Photo by Charm A. Fazio
United States
Merchant
Marine Academy and Division
HEAD Coach Challace McMillin believes JMU will field a
I-A member Virginia Tech. competitive football team in J980.

Robinson and Bowles return to guide offense;
Personnel changes made to strengthen defense
"Last year as we approached the season we
really didn't know who are quarterback was
going to be. This season we don't have that
Siroblem." Challace McMillin, on the 1980
ootball season.
By DAVID TEEL
The solution to the problem is Tom Bowles.
Since the third game of 1979, the 61", 183pound sophomore has been the Dukes' number
one signal caller.
Bowles returns to guide JMU's multiple I
formation offense and the team's initial test
occurs tomorrow night as the Dukes open the
campaign at home versus Appalachian State
University. Bowles only completed 39 percent
of his passes as a freshman and also threw 12
interceptions.
However, Bowles progressed each week and
during the Dukes' season-ending three game
winning streak, the entire offense seemed to jeD
around him.
During the later stages of last year, the offense did begin to get adjusted to having me at
quarterback," Bowles said,"Plus, spring
nractice gave us more adjustment time, so we
go into the season with positive hopes."
INCUMBENTS Butch Robinson and Don
Jones return at tailback and fullback,
respectively, to supply the power for JMU's
ground game. Robinson led the Dukes with 707
yards rushing in 1979 and his average per
carry was an excellent 5.1 yards. With 1,378
yards, Robinson ranks third on the career
rushing list at JMU.
Jones' fullback position is not designed to be
the principle source of yardage but he will get
running opportunities during the inside series
of the option.
JMU's leading receiver last season, senior
tight end Mike Battle returns and when the
Dukes use the double tight end formation. Jeff
Wallin will see action. Wallin is a junior
transfer from Ferrum College.
Other targets for Bowles' aerials will be split
Photo r>y cnarles A. Fazio
end Zack Clark, who is being pressed by fresh- PLAYERS stretch out during practice in preparation
man Gary Clark to retain his job, and
for Saturday night's home opener
swingback Bernard Stewart.
'Continued,on Page 24)

By DAVID TEEL
A football team that plays a defense
designed to control a run-oriented attack
should not give up more than 230 yards per
game on the ground.
James Madison University did just that in
1979, and if the Dukes are to be competitive at
the Division I-AA level, their wide tackle six
allignment must defend against the rush in a
more satisfactory fashion.
The wide tackle six defense contains six
lineman on or near the line of scrimmage, two
linebackers, two cornerbacks and a safety.
According to Head Coach Challace McMillin,
"With basically an eight man front, the wide
tackle six, in theory, should be most effective
in stopping the run."
Contrary to the theory, the Dukes ranked
fourth among the nations' Division II teams in
defending against the pass last season, according to final NCAA statistics.
"I REALLY think last year's poor figures
can be deceiving," McMillin said, "We try to
field a unit that may bend but not break."
Two personnel changes along the defensive
front will key the Dukes' improvement effort.
Clyde Hoy, the team's second leading tackier
in 1979, has been moved from defensive guard
to linebacker. Also, senior John Kubesh has
been moved from tackle to guard.
Hey is 6', 231 pounds and McMillin has no
doubts as to his ability to easily make the
transition. "Clyde looked real good at
linebacker in the spring and he may be the
fastest linebacker we've had here," McMillin
said.
"I definitely enjoy playing linebacker," Hoy
added."It was me who suggested to the
coaches before last year."
During his senior year at Albemarle High
School, Hoy was second team All-Virginia at
linebacker.
SOPHOMORE Charlie Newman will fill the
other starting linebacking slot.
Returning starters Dan Culien and Ted
McGuirk anchor the defensive line along with
'Continued on Page 24)
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SENIOR Goalkeeper Tara Kelly will anchor a solid team when the women's field hockey squad begins its season at home against the University of Richmond, Sept'n.

r
JMU nine wins EC AC;
Edwards, backs key accepts
bid to NCAA's
Dukes soccer hopes
+V

By RICH AMACHER
Fielding
a
defensiveoriented offense has become a
trademark associated with
James Madison University
soccer teams, and this year
will be no exception.
The Dukes are led by
junior goalkeeper Jim Edwards, an All-South and first
team All-Virginia selection
last season. Edwards' 1.37
goals-against average and one
shutout might have attained
him All-America honors had
he not been injured in the first
game of 1979, according to
coach Bob Vanderwarker.
"Jimmy is an outstanding
goalkeeper and has great
potential,"
Vanderwarker
said. "He has done a fantastic
job and we feel very secure
1

valuable defensive player in
'79, is assigned the task of
marking back, a job at which
he must guard the opposition's
best player. Bost returns to
defend the left side and
Gannon assumes the sweeper
position directly in front of the
goalie.
"Billy's attributions are his
great field
vision and
awareness," Vanderwarker
said. "Once he gets to the ball
he has outstanding ball
distribution."
Battling to fill the right back
slot are junior Chris Ettle and
sophomore George Ackerman. Newcomers, Ed Stockman, Brent Moncrief and Bill
Handlan will add strength in
the backfield.

the Virginia Intercollegiate
League Championship.
To add to JMU's woes are
the graduation of leading
scorers Jim Podlensy (6
goals, ? assists) and Jon
Mullenex (5 goals, 2 assists)
which will force some drastic
rebuilding up front.
COMPETING FOR the two
striker . openings are inexperienced freshmen, Scott
Stewart, who was red-shirted
last season, Jeff Brown, Rob
Nemzek, and David Norcea.
According
to
Vanderwarker, Stewart showed
promise until he injured his
ankle in a
preseason
scrimmage. Brown, Nemzek,
and Norcea all led their high

'Every time he goes for a ball I cringe9

with him back there."
Edwards' aggressive play
allows him to dominate the 18yard goal area, but leaves him
vulnerable
to
inevitable
collisions. "He has to play his
position that way," Vanderwarkercommented.
"Every time he goes for a ball
I cringe, but there's no way I
can tell him not to go for it."
PROVIDING SOME needed
depth at goal are freshmen
John Miller and Bruce
Thayer. Vanderwarker
claims both have given indication they can play if
needed.
The backbone to JMU's
defense lies in the feet of three
experienced backs, seniors
John Miskel. Mark Bost and
sophomore Billy Gannnon.
Miskel. voted the team's most

IN ADDITION to defensive
responsibilities, Vanderwarkei plans to send at
least one back on the attack,
in order to create a mismatch
on offense.
"Our goal offensively is to
, score, but we need to have one
more offensive player than
the defense. On defense we
want to play just the opposite," Vanderwarker explained. "We still plan to play
a tough defense, but we must
realize we need to score more
goals."
Scoring goals was a major
weakness last season when
the Dukes scored only 28 times
in 16 games, while allowing 27.
Their lackluster scoring
performance cost them five
one-goal decisions, including a
1-0 loss to William and Mary in

school teams in scoring and
Vanderwarker hopes they can
overcome inexperience and
score goals in the college
ranks.
Optimism still prevails as
the Dukes return seven
proven veterans at the wings.
Left wingers Bobby Apt,
Jeff Hill and Phil White vie for
a starting role. Apt and Hill
contributed three goals each
in '79, while White is making a
transformation from back to
wing.
On the right side K.C.
Cannon returns to his normal
position after a stint as
goalkeeper last year, subbing
for an injured Edwards.
Junior transfer Jim Garcea,
sophomore Alan Ball, whom
Vanderwarker labels a good

By RICH AMACHER
While most students were
experiencing the end of the
school year in May, the James
Madison University baseball
team was beginning the most
important part of its schedule,
post-season tournament action.
The Dukes made a name for
themselves by winning the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference's
Southern
Division
Championship.
Subsequently
JMU
participated in and placed third in
the NCAA Eastern Regional
Tournament.
JMU finished the season
with a 32-13 record.
Hosts of the ECAC playoffs,
the Dukes treated their guests
rudely,
sweeping
three
straight. JMU defeated the
University
of Richmond
twice, the second time in the
championship game, and
Catholic University.
THE DUKES, appearing in
the NCAA Division I playoffs
for the first time, knocked off
the University of Delaware,
11-10 in first round action.
JMU trailed 9-3, but rallied for
seven runs in the fifth for a
come-from-behind
victory.
Rain forced postponment of
the tournament for two days,
and when action resumed, the
Dukes were eliminated.
The University of Miami,
the nation's top-ranked team,
crushed JMU, 10-3, and
Delaware ended the Dukes
season, 6-1.
JMU's 32 wins tied a team
record and marked the Fifth
consecutive season the Dukes
have won 30 or more games.
Ironically,
Coach
Brad
Babcock had early season
doubts about his team.
"We had a young baseball
team
that
improved

tremendously as the year and
season progressed," Babcock
said. "We didn't look very
good during our practice last
fall and I thought we might be
headed towards a season
where we would finish just a
little above .500."
IN ADDITION to attaining
team goals set for the year,
the Dukes achieved' several
outstanding individual merits.
Five players were selected for
the AU ECAC Southern
Division Baseball Team.
These selections included
senior center fielder Phil
Titus, who was named the
ECAC's Southern Division
Player of the Year.
"Phil Titus did everything I
could ask a player to do,"
Babcock said. "He's not a
flashy player, but day in and
day out he's the guy who
carried us."

Other Dukes selected to the
team were senior right fielder
Jeff Cempre, junior first
baseman Lorenzo Bundy,
sophomore pitcher Mark
Dacko, and freshman third
baseman Dennis Knight.
Cempre led JMU in nits with
64, Bundy supplied power with
11 homers, and Dacko paced
the staff with eight wins.
SENIOR PITCHER Mark
Dacko (4-2 in '80) signed a
professional baseball contract
with the Detroit Tigers, and
was assigned to Bristol, Va in
the Appalachian
Rookie
League.
Since then Dacko has moved
up to the Tigers Class A team
in Lakeland, Fla. after
compiling a 3-2 record with an
outstanding
earned
run
average of 1.17 in 46 innings at
Bristol.

««*►
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* Offense
(Continued from Page 22)
An additional offensive
weapon for JMU will be
placekicker Scott Norwood.
Norwood is a soccer-style
kicker and last year he booted
a school-record 51- yard field
goal.
McMillin claims, "Scott is
potentially as good as anyone
in the country."

* Defense
(Continued from Page 22)
Kubesh. At 240
pounds, Cullen patrols inside
at guard, while the more
mobile McGuirk plays outside
at defensive end.
The ability of tackles Calvin
Lawrence and Ted Hoyson to
recover from -past knee
ailments will have a definite
effect on the unit's performance. McMillin said both
are completely healed.
Senior Mike King is the only
returning starter from the
nationally-ranked secondary
that included the Dukes' most
valuable defensive player
Conrad
Green.
Jackie
Sherwood will fill the gap at
safety while sophomore redshirt Mike Thurman will start
at the other cornerback
position.

•Soccer
(Continued from Page 23)
passer, and freshman Dave
Bundren all challenge Cannon
for starting right winger.
TWO MID-FIELD positions
are vacant and may be
competently filled by any of
she players. Junior Mike
Issacs along with sophomores
Billy Brunner and Jim Viti
alternated at the position a
year ago. Vanderwarker feels
confident the experience they
received will enable the Dukes
to function more effectcively
on both offense and defense.
A trio of freshmen battle the
vets for one of the two
vacancies. They are Chris
Stocker, highly touted as
JMU's first recruit from St.
Louis, Mo., Reid Bliss of New
Jersey and Jay Magner from
Maryland.
While this year's team lacks
experience up front, Vanderwarker feels it has the
potential to be one of his best
ever.
"I r«»lly think we have a lot
of depth, but the problem is
two-fold. I have to make the
right decisions on who to
play," he said.
AFTER FINISHING 8-8 last
season, the Dukes will have
their work cut out for them to
do as well this year. JMU
faces its' toughest schedule
ever including a third game
match
with
Howard
University.
"Howard could very well be
the national champions,"
Vanderwarker hSirl "Rut we
don't want to get caught
looking that far ahead."
Vanderwarker is determined to achieve one goal— to
capture the VIL Championship which has eluded the
Dukes for the past two
seasons. He would also like to
avenge last year's 4-2 overtime loss to Eastern Menonite
College

MCMILLIN said he has not
changed his offensive strategy
in his nine-year tenure at
JMU. "If we run approximately 70 plays in a
game," McMillin stated,
"than we will continue to use
the run on about SO of those."
The Dukes' ground attack is
option-oriented which will
rflouire Bowles to run the

football. However, depth at
quarterback is not a strong
suit for JMU and if Bowles
was injured, the offense would
suffer.
McMillin dismissed the idea
of limiting Bowles' running
activities. "We are an option
football team and Tommy will
run the football"
Bowles concurs with his
coach. "I enjoy ruuning and 1
also think it prevents teams
from keying on any of our
SPtharir* "

The one offensive weakness
that could foil any strategy is
a questionable interior line.
This is indeed a concern for
the Dukes where last season's
most
valuable
offensive
player, guard Nick Paulett, is
academically ineligible.
RETURNING starters up
front are center Mark Magaw
and Tom Gill. Forming the
guard tandem with Gill will be
6'2", 23&-pound freshman Joe
wielke.

Paul Barnes has been
moved from center to occupy
one tackle position and
sophomore John Kent has
earned the other starting
tackle job.
Attempting to find quality
reserves at many of the line
positions has been a major
task of pre-season camp.
According to McMillin, "As is
the case with most of the
squad, our depth is going to
have to come from the
younger players.".

SOME COLLEGE COURSES
ARE MORE EXCITING
THAN OTHERS.
How many college courses
teach *you how to shoot the
rapids? Or rappel a cliff? Or find
your way ou< of a forest with
nothing but a map and compass
to guide you?
At least one does-Army
ROTC.
And you could find yourself
doing any one of a number of
excitingadventure training activities like these in the Army
ROTC program.
Activities that develop
your stamina. And your selfconfidence.
But adventure training
isn't the only way you develop.
You'll also learn the basics of
leadership and management by
attending ROTC classes, along
with the subjects in your major.
And you'll be excited about
two other benefits Army ROTC
offers. Financial assistance.
Up to $1.000 a year for your last
two years of Army ROTC. And
the opportunity to graduate with
both a degree and a commission
in today's Army —including
the Army Reserve and Army
National Guard.

ARMY ROTC

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
For more information,
call Ed Hoffer at
433-6264 or stop to
see us at Maury Hall,
Room G-12.

*

\
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Downtown Harrisonburg Retail Merchants
Associations
Welcomes all JMU students to
DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURG
STUDENT DAYS

SEPTEMBER sth and 6th
Register at following stores for free
door prizes (to be given away
after September 6th)
• Alfred Ney's
•A&N Store
•Blue Ridge Florist
•Body Shop

l1

•Charles Mathias, Inc.
•Circle G. Western
•Denton's Furniture
•Fabric Shop
•Gitchell's Studio
•Glens Fair Price
•Gray's Sewing Center
•Back Alley Bikes
•Court Square Cards & Bo ks
•Huffman Music

•Ney's House of Fashion
•Ole Virginia Ham Cafe
•Schewel Furniture
•The Little Racquet
•Valley Gift Shop
•Valley Heritage
•Western Auto
•Wetsel Seed Co.
•Wilson Jewelers
•Woolworth, Inc.
•Jack Collins Shoes
•Joseph Ney's
•McCrory's Store
•Miller & Barrix

FREE COKE ALL DAY SATURDAY
ON COURT SQUARE
* •/
■*""•*«■• «mr.n*.mmni, ns\«u - *.r.m. r.m*

T^

>«

• Officials

ONE % POUND

SINGLE HAMBURGER

(Continued from Page 3)
the Howard Johnson's Motor
Lodge and the Belle Meade
Red Carpet Inn.
WHILE THE students in
Howard Johnsons have the
option of remaining there for
the entire year, those staying
in Belle Meade will be moved
by early October into
"modular housing" to be
located between the Wine
Price hill and J-lot, according
to McGee.
It is imperative for the
university to "look into" the
increasing student interest in
residential housing, McGee
said. Currently, the housing
situation is more of "a
nuisance than a problem," he
said.

PLUS

ONE ORDER OF FRENCH FRIES
AND A MEDIUM DRINK

*1.55

GOOD TIL SEPT. 15,1980

CHEfcSt*
IOMATO
tXTRA

Not good with mv other offer.

Good Onh m Hamtonburg
Whatever the excuse,
littering is inexcusable.

Start thinking.
Stop littering.

WELCOMES YOU BACK

Virginia 1 hv MMH of Litter Control
ty Box 1515. Richmond. Va£*212

WITH THIS STUDENT SPECIAL

I
fu||JC*ho.rto-trs^J^rr|a««£j[^/V\,DO^ EARTH "WJ$

I
5

r-i

t

ON THC

DOWNTOWN

WaCOME JAAU Discover a friendly, personalized mall

SWAftl

and loin in our Village Fair - Sept. 15th -20th

HMWISONBURG,

with clowns, artists, musicians, belly dancers.

QD

,

^

>

Id □ □

I ^S7f;WC»tiWt?5»?»

^T^i^rr^rra^

T*^^"^^^B 'W^^^^^W M

^Wi

"GIVE THAI TEAM
A BLUE RIBBON!
0AM6V WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTERS
434-2201 or 434-I W

Th« Spirit Thot Goes Into Winning A Bkj« Ribbon, Goes Into Moiling On*.

a5
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Trade-in VourOld
Stereo For fl
New
One!
AND MORE!..
SAVINGS THRU SATURDAY!
Three weeks ago, Harvey' announced POLICY #10 . . . our TRADE-IN policy...and the
response has been overwhelming! Don't
suffer listening to your old stereo but bring
your used equipment in for a liberal trade-in
allowance towards the purchase of a new
Also—look for great deals on used stereo equipment in the store
and don't miss out on these special prices now through Sat. Sept.6!

/ILPINE

SUPER SYSTEM

JVC
ALPINE 7121 auto cassette deck
with ROADSTAR RS-6022
speakers
The Alpine i\i\ gives you cleaner.

JVCKDA-11 cassette deck

clearer, truer sound than you'd ever
expect to hear in your car — and great
features such as Dolby NR. locking FF
and rewind, bi-level capability and a
short chassis that fits most cars Match •
this outstanding deck with the Roadstar
RS-6022 two-way speaker system and the
inside ol your car will sound like
SAL I
Carnegie Hail!

JVC's newest and lowest priced cassette
deck1 Get a great deal this weekend on
this deck that features Dolby NR metal
tape capability and sepa'ale left and
tight record input1

SALE

0DPIOIM

ADVENT Utility speakers

PIONEER
SE-2 headphones

harman/kardon
Bring it back alive with these ultralightweight headphones from Pioneer
that feature the unique open air"
design that will give you the impression
at a live performance without all the
inconvenience of heavier, cupped
earphones'

Finally an outstanding stereo system
at a very affordable price !

t

$24

88

OrDPIOIMEER

HARMANKARDON 560 AMFM
stereo receiver
EPI 100 V
speakers
The HK 560 delivers 40 wetts'channel
and is the most distortion-free and
JVC L-All
musically accurate receiver anywhere
near its price range! The EPI 100V
turntable
speakers have Oeen consistently bestrated m leading publications and have
the standard for bookshelf speakers
OSAWA 1MB set
The JVC-All turntable offers all the hi-fi
performance you've been looking for —
cartridge
with great features that give you the
convepince of a turntable costing much,
much more - features such as autoreturn and shut-oft and reject control
outside the dustcover — and it comes
wifh one of the best-selling cartridges on
the market, or ever made - the Osawa
I0IB'

PIONEER PL-400 turntable
Don't miss this ounstanding value from
one of the most respected names in audio
equipi*ient-fioneer» tmt shm-hne
fully automatic turntable is a hightracKabiiity static balanced vsnapea
pipe arm Pioneer —"We bring it back
alive "

SALE

Advent's largest speaker Enjoy greet
sound with these speakers that feature
" woofers for deep Day /esponse and
" tweeters for extended high frequency
response! Great sound at a great price
this weekend!
list SI69 9S

' S3 OSAWA

SALE

List SI9S 00

f >*i?-;"-.

Our Reg Low Price 1755

$136

SALE

$598

*

• only S23 53 a month tor 36 months with SB 40 down and APR of 24 0"o
Finance cha'ge 1247 01 Totai deterred payment Pri<e o' **5S 48

HBASF
BASF PRO I C 90 cassel
recording tape
One ot the best normal bias cassette
tapes you can buy1 The BASF Pro IC 90
is designed for maximum compatibility
with Japanese manufactured cassette
decks and has the highest maximum
outpouf level of all ferric oxide
cassettes BASF, the inventor of
recording tape!

List- 15 49

•• vaiuev 'or your old s'ereo component* are 04>>ed on tneottiC'di Orion 1980
Audio Trade-in Guide

CHARLOTTESVILLE
N. Wing Barracks Rd. Shop. Clr.
293-7149

Financing

Albamarle Square

Plans

,7MM0

.
u . ,
Available

HARRISONBURG
Rolling Hills Shop Ctr.
(703) 433-9265

SALE

$2"

•Jim * 6)

' all power ratings art RMS 20-20.000 HZ
al S ohmi. both channel) operating.

Harvey's

FREE 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON MOST HOME AUDIO COMPONENTS

Layaways Accepted!
VISA

v
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Classifieds
For Sale

»*>»«*»?
Trip NOW THEN, AFTER

by Garry Trudeau
A FEW WORDS ABOUT MY
YEARS WTTHWHN IN CDNGREGS. AFTER THAT, WE'LL
HAVE THE BRIE AUCTION,
FOLLOWED BY JOHN'S TALK,

ALL THE GUESTS HAVE
ARRIVED, WEGIVE THEM
A WHILE TO CHAT ANP
HAVE A PRINK.

FOR SALE- 1976 Datsun
B210 Hatchback, 4 speed,
avgs. 32 mpg, excellent
condition. $2,995. Phone 4349874. Ask for Sue Hodges.

ITT 7Y0UF0UNP

THEN. BEFORE WE
SOUNDS ASKTHEMFOR
FINS MONEY, I'LLSHOW
TOMB. THEGUESBINTD
THEPEN.LOCKTHE
D00R.AWTURN
0FFTHEUGHT5.

u i r THENl'LLQETUPANPSAY

OKAY?

A REAGAN
MOVIE?

APOUBLE
FEATURE. I
WANT THEM
REALLY
SCARED.

FOR SALE -Garrard 40B
turntable. Needs needle. Two
.Criterion (Lafayette)
333
speakers. Contact Wilkerson
after 5 P.M. . 828-3478.
FOR SALE -Sears Kenmore Compact Refrigerator $150 . Call Bob, 434-0845.
MEN'S HOUSING CONTRACTFOR SALE. Call Lee
Marshall at 434-9042 between
8-10 A.M. & after 8:00 P.M.

;

Wf

ITH0U6HT
I SUPPOSE I ANPERSON
SHOLtPORPER SUPPORTERS
SOME SCOTCH, 0NLYUKEJ?
.J'll TO. WE'RE A WHITE WINE.

NOW, PICK,
LETSNOTBE
UNPLEASANT.
YOU PONT HAVE
T0COME1OTHE
MRJYIFYOU
PONTWANT.

inns LOW.

IHAVENO INTENTION OF COMING. I
W0N7PRINKVA
MAN WHO BETRAY
HIS0WNMRTY!
\

mi

IMAGINE LEAVIN6 THE 60P!
AFTER ALL ITS PONE FOR.
HIM. WHY. THAT'S UKSRENOUNCING YOLK OW SCHOOL
TIES OR RESI6NIN6 FROM
WR FAVORITE
MENSCLU0!

^&£^z^{
I THINK
THATUAS
THE IDEA,
PEAR.

WELL. IT JUST
I5NTDONE.
HE SHOULD
HAVE STUCK
ITOUT. \

FOR SALE:'75 Fiat 128 4dr. 4
sp. 55,000 miles, new paint.
Asking $1500. Will take any
reasonable offer. Must sell
this weekend. Call Chuck-6172,
5366.

For Rent
Getting psyched for skitouring this Winter? We are!
We also supply outdoors
people
for
backpacking,
climbing, and Scuba Diving.
Land-Sea Passages, 433-2177.

THfrTHEPAVEHP0RJRESIPENCE? WAITERS?
mm THE WATT- HOP ON
ERSFORTHE
A MINUTE.
PARTY.
/

MRS.PtNENPORT? THERE
AREACOUPLE
WAITERS HERE'

0H.GOGP.
SHOWTHEM
TOW
PWTRY,

\ wmm

MD0Y0UTHINKSEMANT5

mfR£

mABooommHEm- ef&r.

IKTOteEPAWESSOHmM #775?
LOOKING LIKE AN UPPER JUSTM
mXLECLASSfmtOMEtm. JHEM0FF

Die MY
OKAY.
IT. KIND HOWMUCH.
OF6/6. FELLAHS?

I

MIKE?
\

Courses

I

SCUBA DIVINGCourse held
8-noon Sundays beginning
Sept. 14 at JMU. Provides
both YMCA and PADI certifications to dive worldwide.
Dive trips arranged to Florida
Keys, Bahamas, offshore
wrecks, local quarries. LandSea Passages, 433-2177.
BASIC ROPE-WORK AND
RAPPELLINGCourse all-day
Saturday, Sept. 6. Learn to
safely enjoy the exhiliration of
flinging off a 110 ft. vertical
cliff. Equipment provided.
Land-Sea Passages, 433-2177.

Our Hero

The origin of

Help Wanted
MINORITY
PROGRAMMING
CHAIRMAN- The
University Program Board is
now accepting applications
for the position of minority
programming chairman.
Responsibilities of the job
include representing minority
interests
and
planning
programs of major interest to
minorities.
All interested
students are encouraged to
apply. More information is
available at the UPB office.
HELP WANTED:
Full or part-time for outdoor
activities supply and instruction store.
Must be
ambitious, good manager with
outdoor experience and interest. Needs car. Land-Sea
Passages, 433-2177.

CAUGHT IN A COSMIC ACCIOEWT,
HE IvWS TRANSPORTED TO
OUR WORLD, ONLY TO
BECOME THE GREATEST
HERO OF AMY AGE...

LISTEN, DON'T LAUGH!
HE COULD BE UX>R5E/
^

HE COULD

The Do-LVop Inn

yw

WCW./H/MWIM..:

X

BE GM!

by Mark Legan

•

.GET tkor*K 6Me*>f D«W IA»
1
THE irV** &&> A*. VOM.WE

>
All classified ads should be brought to
The Breeze office in the basement of
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than noon
Tuesday for Friday's,Issue, arid no later
than noon Friday for Tuesday's issue
Rates are$75 tor 025 words $1 50 for 24
50 words, $2.50 for 51-7S words, and $.05
for each additional word above 75

by Matt Wagner
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Madisonman

Personals

by Scott Worner

FAST KATH: Glad your
pumpkin is near my rainbow.
Hope to be around more when
and if things settle down
around here. Thanks for being
you. T.
COTTENLINT: So you like
Robin Williamson and his
Merry Band, huh? That's
typical, you know? Try to get
a little more culture, but be
sure it's not staph. Tired of
school already? Let's go to
Greece* and then swim the
English Channel). I'll bet no
one understands that. Oh,
well, catch you on the Roman
sandal.
Dust Bowl Queen - Sorry we
aren't roommates this year,
but Myles and I have left JMU
for our exciting life installing
telephone cords. Love, Amy

l*i^ ■*«._. *,.{*,, fete.

i * i iiir
WELCOME
BACK!

kC-iL.'fo
Roommates

by Tom Arvis

^rcfit omul

V.

YOKO: should I not be doing
this? How can I face a future
without your love? You tell me
that we can just love each
other as friends, but can that
really be enough after all that
we have shared? I feel null,
void, without hope. I think
about you constantly. AH I
want from life is to have you
come back. Please, think very
carefully about what you are
doing, both to me and to
yourself. I cannot say that I
will wait forever. But there
can never be someone who
can take your place in my
heart. We belong together.
Until the time when we can be
again, I remain always
lovingly, JOHN

QUEEME: You look like a
french fry! You've got to stop
whipping out your whimwham in public. It's attracting
flies and all sorts of undesirables.
Waa-waa-woo.
Woo-woo-waa. It's time you
saw the straighter side of life.

BRENME: Sorry I haven't
been much of a roomie lately
Things will get better, and
earlier I hope! C.
P.R. KID: All I can say is
we will do it. YOUR
FAVORITE SISTER.

ALL

YOU

RUNNERS:

Coach Ed Witt will hold a
meeting Sept. 9 for those interested in running track For

,ocaHon check
££?,*•.*!,
'
toe
WUU bulletin boards

WHEN THE CLASS WORK'S THROUGH

LANCE:
It is already
Thursday
morning.
You
warned me. Sure do wish you
were here. Nothing is going
nght,. except for I am
laughing it off this time. I will
see the sun rise over Elkton
Oh!*Well. GUESS WHO.
//

THISBUD'S
FQRTOU!
.ji

Party Kegs Available in Bud, AAichelob & Busch
JOHN

D.

EILAND CO., INC.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA
PHONE (703) 248-8131

•*./
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Viewpoint

Thanks, Chuck
The Warren University Union looks different this semester.
Several organizations have switched offices over the summer,
and the typing room is next to the student government office
instead of in the basement. But plans to divide the television
lounge into offices and a study room, and to move the TV lounge to
the study room were not implemented.
The change was proposed because the need for WUU office
space is growing, according to Chris Sachs, student activities
director. There are over 130 student organizations on campus,
and only a few have WUU office space. The proposal was turned
down because SGA president Chuck Cunningham protested that
the students' interests had not been considered when the decision
was made.
Of course, building a new room in the WUU doesn't require SGA
approval, but student input is customarily sought when changes
that affect students are made. After all, that's what student
representatives are for. Rearranging the student union certainly
affects students; Chuck was justified in speaking up for his
vacationing constituency.
Happily, the other changes this summer did reflect students
interests. The typing room is next to the SGA office to curb
vandalism, and the Service Co-op and Greek affairs offices were
switched to better meet the space needs of those groups. The
outing center has placed most of its equipment into storage and
moved to a smaller office; its,former room now houses the
student advocate office, minority affairs, and the Black Student
Alliance.
The need for more office space in the WUU is still not filled,
though, and the TV lounge proposal is quite likely to come up
again. Hopefully, the courtesy of consulting student representatives will be extended then.
In the meantime, thanks, Chuck, for your summertime
representation.

Re-reruns

Tis the season once again
Editor's note This column was written while
reruns were in their prime time-July. But the
present actor's strike threatens to keep reruns
on the air past their bedtime. With just a few
changes in seasonal words, this column makes
a perfect editorial rerun.
By KEVIN CROWLEY
September is traditionally a time for
schoolwork or parties and network T.V.
executives, noting the decrease of those that
stay at home to spend their evenings in front of
the "mindless machine," rehash old hash that
was never hashed out to begin with.
Re-runs
of repeats reappear and
replacements are given to everyone holding an
Actor's Guild card.
With this in mind, here is my review of the
fall television schedule:
This fall that jovial game show host, Monty
Hall, will attempt a comeback with "Let's
Take a Hostage." Contestants will have a
member of their family taken captive and
placed behind one of three curtains, each
designed to look like an American Embassy.
Then, Monty, dressed as the Ayatollah
Khomeini, will ask the contestant to guess
which curtain their relative is behind. If they
guess correctly, the relative will be released
and each person will receive a Hamilton Beach
blender. Of course, if the guess is incorrect, the
relative will be held indefinitely.
Robert Conrad will get his own series for the
sixth time this year. Conrad portrays Sam Ash,
a rough and tumble detective who'd rather
fight than just about anything. In the end he
always gets his man—and then dares him to
knock a battery off his shoulder.
In the opening episode, Ash beats up a 68year-old waitress when she forgets to leave the

<

cheese off his ham and cheese sandwich.
NBC, the network of the 1980 Olympics,
apparently lost out badly when President
Carter decided to boycott, but the execs at the
"network of the peacock" are down but not
defeated,re-presenting "Olympic Boycott."
It's 98 hours of dead air, static if you will, to be
brought into the homes of America over ten
consecutive nights this August.
Imagine, not having to listen to an ex-figure
skater talk about track and field events he
knows nothing about and not having to suffer
through events like canoe-fencing races, the
backwards mile relay, and (this year
replacing the hammer throw) the tool box toss.
Andy Warhol once said,"Everyone will be
famous for 15 minutes once in their lifetime,"
but what Warhol meant to say was "Everyone
will host a variety show once in their lifetime."
Variety show hosts this fall include Pope
John Paul II (bilingual and a real snazzy
dresser), Walter Cronkite (you really didn't
think Walter was going to completely retire
from show biz), Bo Derek (she can't sing,
dance, or tell jokes, but each week she'll run
along the beach for an hour), and Andy
Warhol.
Docu-dramas, advertised as "authentic
reproductions of live pre-recorded incidents
that may or may not have happened," will
grave the airwaves once again. ABC will
present, in 12 segments, "Boots," the story of
an independent Dutch cobbler and his struggle
against the big shoe companies.
Well, there it is, a review of all the upcoming
shows for the fall, and after having seen them
all, I think I can honestly say—my suggestion
would be to watch the "Lassie" re-runs.

c

@e Br£eze
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PLANS TO DIVIDE the WUU TV lounge into offices and a study
room were not immplemented this summer.

Tell us your war story
Approximately 1800 sophomore and junior men from James
Madison University registered for the draft this summer. Or did
they' The Boston Globe recently surveyed post offices serving ten
Percent of the country and estimates that one fourth of those
eligible didn't sign up. That doesn't mean that 25 percent of this
country's young men are pacifists, or that the remaining 75
percent are warmongers. The reasons for either decision are
many and varied. We'd like to know why JMU's eligible men
signed up, or why they didn't.
Please send letters to The Breeze, Wine-Price Building, through
the campus mail. Names must be included for verification, but
can be withheld on request.
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To the pre,, Hon., chequered as it it with abuses, the
world I. .ndcbted for all the triumphs which hava been
gained by reaion and humanity ovar arror and oppression."-Jamai Madiion
Tha Bracic is published ovary Tuesday and Friday excep
where otherwise noted.
Correspondence should bo addressed to The Breeie. Wine
Price Building. James Madison University, Harrisonburg
Virginia 2J807
Letters to the editor are welcomed. AH letters must be
typed, signed, and include the author's address and
telephone number. Unsigned letters will not be published.
Unsolicited editorials may be used as guestspots.
All material will bo edited at the discretion of the editor
All letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the
opinions of their authors and not necessarily those of the
editors of The Breeie or the students, faculty and staff of
James Madison University. Unsigned editorials give the
majority opinion of the editors of The Breeie.
Comments and complaints about The Breeie should be
addressed to Cindy Elmore, editor of The Breeie.
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Alternative to draft registration based on panic
By JACKIE MOLLENAUER
The United States military
capability is currently one of
this country's most up-in-theair issues. While some
authorities are complaining
about how poorly educated a
good portion of the armed
services is, other authorities
are insisting the the U.S. could
not be better prepared
militarily. Americans are
wondering if anyone knows
the truth.
There is considerable opposition to draft registration,
which some view as an
ineffective attempt to warn
the Soviet Union that we won't
stand for the invasion of
* Afghanistan.
Even before the reinstitution of draft registration
became a reality, Richard
Cohen of the Washington Post
criticized such a choice,
saying "Maybe in the long
run, the draft tends to
discourage war, but at the
outset, it gives the government a blank check. It loads
the gun, hands the government the lives of young men
for two years and says do with
them as you want."
Wny does the government
want to register young men
right now? Is registration
supposed to compensate for
recent Pentagon reports that
nearly one-third of last year's
recruits were in the lowest
acceptable mental aptitude
category?
The Pentagon's report also
said that in the Air Force, the
Army, the Marines and the
Navy, the percentage of the
low mentality group was
significantly greater than any
of the branches had originally
thought. For example, the
Army's figure was actually 46
percent, not the nine percent
previously reported. Also, the
figures do not include any
estimates for earlier years, so

the percentages could very
well be higher if the entire
population of the armed forces
was considered.
But getting back to the
question of how helpful
reviving the draft would be in
a military emergency, we find
another gloomy situation.
In another Washington Post
commentary, Martin Anderson supplies us with an
alternative
to
draft
registration in which both
time and energy are better
spent by building up the
reserves of the armed forces'
and the National Guard.
Anderson is skeptical of the
registration's effectiveness in
the event of a military
emergency: "Taking down
the names and addresses of
the young people of America
under threat of five years in
jail or a $10,000 fine is a weak
and
possibly
dangerous
response (to Soviet aggression
in Afghanistan)."
Anderson asserts that it
would take at least three or
four months to contact these
registrants, induct them and
quickly train them, and that is
assuming
the
braining
facilities are ready to take
them on. This would be
followed by "hundreds of
thousands of teenage soldiers,
some serving reluctantly,
most with no experience and
little training, flooding into
the ranks of the armed forces
many months too late." That
is a fairly scary notion!
To back up nis assertion,
Anderson draws on a report to
the President in 1976 by the
Defense Manpower Commission, that stated: "The
changing nature of war and its
technology will not allow for
any lengthy period of time for
national mobilization for a
major conflict. Thus, the
national security relies on the
ability to mobilize our reserve

forces from a peacetime
'citizen soldiers' status to a
combat-ready status in a
relatively short time."
Moving toward a plausible
solution, Anderson urges that
the U.S. ensure that it has a
large, well-trained reserve
force, "one that is really
ready, one that can be called
into service in a matter of
days in case of an emergencyAnderson proposes that we:
-"immediately bring our
active forces up to full combat
capability "updating
the
quality of weapons and other
equipment.
-encourage more people to
join the reserves through
more competitive levels of
pay, re-enlistment bonuses,
and improved management of
our current reserve forces.
-urge the President of the
United States to address the
nation "and explain clearly
and comprehensively why he
feels that Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan is such a threat to
world peace." After all, our
history
shows
• that
"Americans have .always
turned out in overwhelming
numbers when they felt their
country was threatened and
they believed that our cause
was just."
Perhaps Anderson's most
convincing arguement concerns the attitude of the
Soviets, that they will realize
the ineffectiveness of draft
registration. Certainly the
Soviet
generals
can
distinguish between "the
military capability of computer lists as potential additions of young, inexperienced draftees and that of
significantly
strengthened
reserve forces. They will view
registration more as a
stamping of our feet than as a
shouldering of arms. And they
will act accordingly."

Breeze letter and editorial policy
Got a gripe? Pleased about something? Or
would you like to clarify a complicated issue?
The Breeze welcomes letters and editorials
concerning the JMU campus.the town of
Harrisonburg.the state of Virginia, the nation.
or the world. All letters and editorials are
subject to editing and must include the
author's name, address and telephone number
\

Unsolicited editorials can be found under
the Guestspot logo, and letters to the editor
come under Reader's Forum. All other
editorials and columns on these pages that
carry a by-line are the opinion of that individual, and not necessarily that of the editors
of The Breeze.or the students, falculty, or staff
of James Madison University. Editorials
representing the opinion of the editors of The
Breeze carry no by-line.

So far there has been no sign
that the Soviet Union is ready
to take advantage of this
possible flaw in in U.S.
military strategy. Although
the
proposals
Anderson
makes are sensible, his nearpanic attitude weakens his
credibility.
Too many
authoritiesSecretary of Defense Harold
Brown; General David Jones,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff; Cyrus Vance, former

secretary of state; and retired
Admiral Gene LaRocque,
director of Washington's
Center for Defense Information-insist that this
country's military capability
is at least as good as the Soviet
Union's, if not better. It is
incohceiveable that all these
men
would
deliberately
mislead the public, no matter
how
sound
Anderson's
arguments
may
be.

Editor's note: The following editorial appeared in the summer
Breeze on June 27.
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Fieldhouse problems
By CHARLES GRADY
James Madison University continues to
experience growing pains.
The latest project is the new Convocation
and Recreation Facility, the new Physical
Education and Recreation Facility, the new—
oh, you know, the new fieldhouse.
The new fieldhouse will be very big. It will
hold many people. Seven thousand people to be
exact. Its plans currently call for only 1,200
parking spaces.
The Virginia State Department of Highways
and Transportation estimates that any event
drawing a capacity crowd will necessitate
approximately 3,500 parking spaces
School spokesman Fred Hilton says the
parking situation is being studied, and while be
can't reveal any details right now, he thinks "it
will be adequately resolved."
Not only does the parking lot planning need
work, but so does the access panning
Currently the only route to the facility is Va.
659, a road running parallel to Interstate 81 off
Port Republic Road. Tentatively planned is a
road from the fieldhouse to Va. 710 (Ridge
Road). But according to the Department of
Highways and Transportation, both of these
roads are totally inadequate to handle heavy
loads and will result in traffic tie-ups
An environmental impact study conducted
by Rockingbam County Planner. Larry Jennings also indicates that the school has not
adopted any definite plan to address future
storm drainage except to state that landscaping efforts will be made. Jennings
recommended that permanent measures be
taken to prevent excessive storm water run-off
due to expansion of the facility.
The study also questions the adequacy of the '
water system to be employed. At the moment
the City of Harrisonburg has connected a onefoot pipe to the existing water line in the Forest
Hills neighborhood. Water pressure there is
now inadequate, and in the event of a fire in or
at the fieldhouse, the pressure would not be
enough to supply the fire suppression systems
planned for the building.
Hopefully, when the fieldhouse has been
completed and become an accepted part of the
school community, it will be looked upon as the
project that solved its proposed problems
rather than the project mat still poses
problems.
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Archeology:
>

River expedition combines living and learning
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Wilderness
living
and
digging
into
the
past
characterized three months
for 65 James Madison
University summer students
as they combined living and
learning in their summer jobs.
The group participated in an
archeological expedition off
the Jackson River near
Covington, Va., in which 14
acres of archiac sites were
analyzed and studied. This
fall, the site will be flooded by
a 12-mile lake resulting from
the construction of a dam by
the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.
,

According to Geier, "the
work is hard and demanding.
A large number of people are
forced to come together in
contacts they are not used
too."
Geier described the experience as "a means of
coping and enjoying,"

"It was never reaily quiet
around that place," he continued. "They either had a
volleyball game going on or a
party somewhere."
,

'They either had a volleyball game
going on or a party somewhere.'
Dr. Clarence Geier, JMU
sociology
professor
and
member of the expedition,
described living an'd working
on the crew as similar to the
television series, "Mash".
Geier cited the personal experience as rewarding and
beneficial.
THE JACKSON
River
project involved students
from all over the country, said
Craig Warren, a JMU
graduate and crew member.
Some students went to the digs
as paid crew leaders,
assistants and excavators,
and the lowest salary was
13.60 an hour with free room
and board, he added.
Working the expedition
gives students the opportunity
to lead similar lifestyles to the
people they are studying,
Warren said

A TYPICAL day on the
expedition began at 6 a.m.,
when workers awoke to have
breakfast. To get to the sites;
they rode an hour in JMU vans
to the digging grounds.
After a 10-hour day of
digging, workers drove the
vans back to their temporary
"campus" at 4:30 p.m.
According to Warren, once
workers arrived back to the
campsite the first thing they
did was grabbed a beer and
dove into the river.
"We dove into the river just
to cool down," he said, adding
that being in the fields all day
made cooling off a top
priority.

Digging often turns up skeletons of historical significance.

JMU has the largest archeoloeical field school in

project.
The
Corp
of
Engineers
paid
for
everything, including
students' tuition, Boyer said,

Virginia, according to Bill
Boyer, co-director of the

and students provided the
manpower.

JMU OFFERED the Corps
of Engineers the lowest bid,
and
subsequently
was
selected for the project,
Warren noted.
Although the Jackson River
sites soon will be under water,

JMU offered the Corp of Engineers the lowest bid, and subsequently was selected for the project.

Geier intends to set up field
schools in other areas.
"It was a long hard summer," he said. "But we got a
lot of things done."
Shelly James contributed to
this article.

